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„. _ dollars left,. Ten of this I carried
importunity to cease instantly. to
I do this, the widow and the orphan must twelve
'
one of the tables near which they were ‘ Remember the cause, Every dollar every
to
my sister, and I have but two dollars
be
robbed
of
their
mile
;
and
that
too,
in
1
Though
relieved
at
this,
he
could
not
but
I
spent
here,
you
know,
is
laid
up
in
the
passing, behind which stood the most i
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
with
which to pay my wash-woman. So,
the
name
of
charity
!
’
'
perceive and feel the changed manners of 1
of Heaven.’
lovely creature, it seemed to him, that treasury
1
you
see, that I cannot help you in the
JAMES W. BARTER <fc CO.
‘
It
does
seem
a
little
too
hard?
Ellen
J
those
who
were
so
ready
to
court
his
at

‘
I
’
m
not
quite
so
sure
of
that,
’
respond

he had ever seen. Her eyes that looked
’
4 But then people don’t think. least.
1
Office on the Main Street, over D. Ilemich’s Bookstore. right into his, were black, and sparkled ed
tention. Having got all of his money, remarked.
J
< Irvin, laughing.
‘ I wish your sister had the twenty dol
They
are carried away by show and ex
smiles
and
winning
words
w
7
ould
have
‘
Oh,
you
heathen
you
!
’
responded
like
a
living
diamond.
Her
fair
face
was
(EFThe publishers do not hold themselves responsi
’
1lars I threw away to-night! Then it
<
‘ If I was Emma, I’d be been lost on him, and but few therefore citement.
ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the beautifully relieved by the rich color of Miss Sarah.
do some good. I could bear the
‘ But they ought to think ; especially would
’
were thrown away on so unpromising
to walk home with you.’
amount charged for its insertion.
her cheek and the luxuriant curls that afraid
¡
trouble
which 1 know I shall have, if the
when
they
profess
to
be
acting
from
unI
an
object.
1
(r?3Advertisements, Letters, etc. relating to the floated about her face and neck.
‘ O, Mr. Irvin, how do you do ?’ ex
money
spent
were to be of any use. But
selfish
and
charitable
motives.
As
far
as
i
business department of the paper may be directed to
Emma, too, seeing that she had little *
suddenly a young lady attending
‘ Yes it is most beautiful,’ said this fairy claimed
<
what
do I care about the cushions and
I
can
see
into
them,
these
fairs
are
in
gen1
the publishers.
more
to
hope
for,
soon
proposed
to
return
at
the
next
table,
who
just
at
that
mo

who instantly fancied the object that had i
for old Mr.------’s church V
conducted upon wrong principles— curtains
<
IT A11 Communications, Letters, etc. connected with attracted the attention of Irvin’s compan ment perceived him.
1
‘ I’ve been trying home ; and, glad to escape from a place eral,
After a few moments’ silence, Irvin
the editorial department may be addressed to James
and
I
am
almost,
prepared
to
say
that
they
that
had
lost
to
him
all
attractions,
Irvin
1
to
find
a
man
gallant
enough
to
buy
me
ion. ‘ It is most beautiful indeed !’ And
K. Remich, as heretofore.
have
their foundation also, in wrong prin- <drew a long breath, and said, as he rose
'
she lifted a curiously shaped box, or some this beautiful pair of colored cologne bot bade it good night and turned away.
The first idea in reference to a ’up and began to pace the room backwards
After Irvin had left Morton, in the ear- ciples.
'
thing like it, from the table, the probable tles, and, as I live, I have been refused by
forwards.
fair,
is
the
want of money for a specific and
i
use of which, perhaps, never occurred to no less than three ! But I am determined ly part of the evening, the latter went to
MISC E LLANY
4 Well, I have one hope left, that I had
the maker, and reached it to the lady that I will not let you off; so you might his trunk, and taking from thence some ipurpose. The second idea is, that an un forgotten.’
| From the Saturday Courier.]
, whose admiration had been so warmly ex- just
as well do the fair thing at once. money, put on his hat and walked out. willingness exists on the part of the pub
,
‘ Ah, indeed ! And what is that,James ?’
Here they are—now ain’t they beauties ?’ The quickness of his step indicated that lic to give the required sum. The next is
THE LADIES’ FAIR.
] pressed.
inquired his friend.
that
this
unwilling
public
may
and
shall
be
he
was
not
bent
on
a
stroll,
simply
for
re

and
she
lifted
two
really
pretty
cut
glass
4 It’s only five dollars,’ remarked the
BY T. S. ARTHUR, ESQ.
’ Why, I’ve got two chances in a raffle
laxation after the business of the day. wheedled out of five hundred or two or
with a smile and a manner that scat bottles from Miss Sarah’s table.
“ Come, Edward, it will never do for fairy,
I
to be had on next Friday night. If eith
three
hundred
dollars,
in
the
name
of
Twenty
minutes
’
walk
brought
him
to
the
‘
Well,
what
is
the
price
of
them
?
’
ask

like chaff before the wind, all ideas
you to hold back now—the girls expect us tered
I
And then the whole machinery er of them wins it may help me a little.
door of a small house in the suburbs, which charity.
both.”
<of counting cost from Irvin’s mind. A ed Irvin, with forced composure.
of
a
fair
is
set in motion, while the false, If both, I shall get back my twenty dol
‘ Only two and a half,’ said Miss Sarah. he entered without knocking.
4 Well, I can’t help it if they do,’ replied :moment or two sufficed to transfer a note
notion
that
the end sanctifies the means, lars.’
‘
Good
evening,
Ellen,
’
he
said
to
a
The hand that drew out the pocket
Edward Morton, to his friend James Ir of the amount indicated from the pocket
4 Much as I condemn gambling in any
book of the young man to the fair hand book, this time, did its office rather more pale and delicate looking woman, who sat seems to take full possession of all enga shape,’remarked Mr. Morton, ‘and still
vin. 4 A burnt child dreads the fire.’
ged
in
putting
it
into
operation.
Every
ar

sewing
at
a
small
table.
deliberately
than
usual.
Another
note
‘ But what will the girls think and say of the tempter.
‘Good evening, brother Edward,’ re tifice and every form of persuasion, are re more so, when it is done in the name of
Something very much like a feeling of with a V on it was passed over.
about you ?’
sponded
the woman, rising with a smile of sorted to in inducing visiters to purchase religion and charity, I hope you may be
‘
We
don
’
t
give
change
here,
’
said
Miss
4 I am sure I don’t know, James. But regret floated through bis mind, as his
worthless trifles, at enormous prices. successful.’
pleasure on her face.
let them say what they please, I prefer eye caught the last glimpse of the soiled Sarah.
4 You cannot hope so more than I do,’
Money is taken from individuals, who
4
How
do
you
feel
to-night,
Ellen,
’
ask

‘
But
that
is
hardly
fair,
’
Irvin
found
the
representative
of
;
five
silver
dollars
:
but
bearing it all to enduring what, were I to
sighed
the young man.
*
positively
declare
that
they
are
unable
to
ed
her
brother,
kindly.
go, would be much worse—the conscious the next emotion was that of congratula resolution to say.
Friday
evening
soon
came
round,
and
spare
it,
but
who
lack
the
firmness
to
re

‘Well, 1 don’t know, Edward, that I
‘ It’s the rule of the fair, and I dare not
tion that he had not limited himself to that
ness of having done wrong.
fuse to buy when pressed and persuaded Irvin prepared to go to the raffle.
4 Yes but you need’nt spend more than sum ; for if he had done so, he readily break it. Is it not Nancy T appealing to feel any better, but I don’t think I am any on all sides. All this is wrong in princi
4 You intend calling for Emma Grant,
worse,’ she said with an effort to smile
five dollars. That is as deep as I intend perceived that, before the evening’s sport another young lady.
ple.
True charity includes justice to ev do you not,’ asked his friend Morton.
cheerfully.
‘
O
yes,
’
said
Nancy
—
‘
we
all
agreed
was over, some very awkward scenes must
going.’
‘ No, 1 do not,’ Irvin replied in a positive
4 I am afraid, sister, you sit too long at ery one?
to that before we opened.’
4 Double that sum won’t pay the dam have occurred.
tone.
4
And,
what
is
worse
than
all?
added
‘Well, what else will you have ?’ Miss your needle.’
4 We don’t let any one pass our table,’
age to your pocket, I know,’ Edward re
4 Why, didn’t you tell me you had tak
‘Perhaps I do. But then, Edward, Ellen, 4 these things are done in the name
plied, smiling.
4 But even five dollars said a lovely little creature, with blue Sarah went on. ‘ I’ve got some lovely
en a chance for her in a great rocking
of
religion?
are more than I would be justified in eyes and light flowing hair, stepping right. things on my table. Ah, this is the very you know that I cannot be idle.’
4 Yes, sister, that is truly its worst feat chair T’
‘.•Yes, I know that, Ellen ; you have
throwing away. My salary is small and in front of our hero and his lady, pointing; article that you want Emma.’
4 Yes, I did. But she may go and see
ure.
Ministers of the gospel, too, are ofMiss Sarah here picked up a silver• need of the toil of many more hours than
at the same time to a table, behind whichi
my sister needs all that I can spare.’
i about it by herself, unless she find some
.
ten
seen
encouraging
and
giving
them
>
you
can
give.
But
you
must
spare
your

‘Well, I must go anyhow,’ Irvin saidI stood, all expectant, two others, who withi mounted card case, beautifully enamelled,
their countenance ; forgetful that any de-- bigger fool than I am to go with her. It
self a little more, if possible.’
gaily. ‘ The girls have asked me out the first, might not inaptly have beeni and handed it to Emma.
i
There was a sadness in the young man’s parture from justice is a departure fromt I were to win any thing, she would sup‘ That will be just the change,’ she said.
right, and there is no getting off. I wouldI termed “ The Graces.”
that touched the heart of his sister., religious principle. I never attended but: pose, as a matter of course, that it was for
tone
The light hand on his arm, and the ev ‘ And now won’t you have something ’
spend three months’ salary rather than
her, and perhaps order it sent home at
?’ she continued, looking Irvin in the He had ever been to her a kind brother, one fair ; and then I was weak enough to once. O no ! As I told you before, I
ident inclination of his companion to pause else
(
seem to be afraid of my money?
throw
away
five
dollars,
because
I
was
and
she
loved
him
with
a
pure,
unselfish,
while Emma took possession of the
1
4 We should be just, before we are gen could not be resisted. Irvin was compel- face,
am done with her.’
case in the most natural way imagin sisterly affection. It moved her feelingsj jested with ironically, for being miserly.
<
erous, you know,’ said Morton. 4 You led, by gentle restraint, to stand the at- card
Being now all ready, our young sufferer
>
Those
five
dollars,
sister,
you
stood
much
with
unusual
tenderness,
whenever
he
cannot afford to go any better than I can, tractions of another table at the fair, aided ¡able.
wended his way to the brilliantly lighted
in
need
of
:
and
I
had
intended
them
for
‘ Nothing more to-night, I believe,’ re seemed to be borne down by a conscious
James. Your bill for clothes will come and abetted by the three lovely sisters,
hall, in Chesnut street, and mingled with
Irvin, in a tone intended to be gay ness of her hard lot, without the power of you. But I suffered the widow’s and the the beauty and fashion there. Perhaps
]
in before long, and Mr. Buckram is, you for so they appeared to be, and the too plied
orphan
’
s
slender
portion
to
be
taken
from
relieving
it
fully.
A
young
widow,
poor,
unconcerned.
¡
each one present was in some way inter
know, rather tart when pay is not prompt.’ apparent desire of the gentle maiden at and
The thought of fifteen dollars absolute in ill health, and with two small children, me, and given towards buying a splendid ested in the raffles, particular and general,
4 His bill is forty dollars, and is nothing his side to possess something.
organ
for
a
splendid
church.
How
wrong!
her
condition,
it
may
readily
be
imagined,
4 It’s all for charity, you know,’ remark ly thrown away, and the flitting memory
to be held here during the evening. They
to that. I am resolved not to spend over
How wfong!’
ed one of the sisters, looking the young of his unpaid tailor’s bills, made the sound was one of many privations and many hard
that small sum?
41 wouldn’t think of that any more, had bought chances in the name of chari
of his voice spite of every effort to pre trials. Her brother was receiving a sala
4 Your good resolutions are, you know, man in the face with a winning smile.
Edward?
said his sister, kindly ; 4 it al- ty,
I and now each one was eager to know
ry
of
but
four
-hundred
dollars,
as
clerk
4 Charity covers a multitude of sins,’ vent it, anything but cheerful.
what
was to be the reward of so good a
too easily broken. Ten or fifteen dollars
ways
seems
to
worry
you.
’
1
salesman >inu «a ivi«u
retail dry goods store.
on ’t see any wing
‘ I don
thing oi
of ivir.
Mr. morion
Morton and Mivomau
will not pay the cost, I know, if you ven said the second.
deed.
4
Yes,
it
does
worry
me,
Ellen
;
but,
<
‘ ’he T
“ remarked
' ' the
’ -young Out of this he paid one hundred and fifty then how can I help thinking about it ?
‘ This beautiful annual,’ added the third here. Where is
41 am sure that I shall get something
ture upon the enchanted ground of a la
nt Lars for his boarding and his clothes— I
’ whispered a lady to her husedies’ fair.
]presenting one of -the annuals of the sea lady who had.compelled Irvin to purchase/ washing, and a few other necessaries, took In fact, such thoughts will come into my handsome,
1
band,
upon whose arm she was leaning.
‘ It is enchanted ground, Edward, as I sson, 4 is one of the sweetest presents to a the cut glass cologne bottles for her.
mind,
do
what
I
will
to
keep
them
away.
1
‘ I could not persuade him to come,’ an equal sum. The balance of one hun- I
It is only three dollars and a half.
4 And why do you think so ?’ he in
know to my sorrow,’ Irvin responded, in lady.
1
dred dollars he regularly handed over to IStill, I know that it is for me to act right
a graver tone. 4 But there is no escape : You will take it of course,’ she continued, Irvin replied.
quired.
myself,
in
the
present,
without
being
dis1
his
sister,
in
small
sums,
as
he
received
it
>
‘ Afraid of his money, I presume : ha,
it to his companion, who took it
4 O, because I have done so much for
the syrens have sung to me, and I cannot handing
I
at the errors and wrong doings of
from his employer. Her needle supplied turbed
1
in the most natural 4 of course’ way in ha!’
the fair,’ she replied. 4 I worked a whole
keep away?
others.
And
this
I
am
ever
trying
to
do,
her
with
all
else
she
received.
' Yes, I suppose so.’
month, and stood at one of the tables all
41 am sorry for your weakness, James, the world.
The silence that followed the young but have not yet learned the happy art?
‘ Well, I have no charity for such mean
Another five dollar note came out from
through.
I think I ought to have some
for I know you will have cause to regret
Gradually Ellen left off the conversa
kind of people,’ the young lady went on man’s last remark was interrupted by his
thing
worth
while drawing.’
it. Neither you nor I can come into the its hiding placer and changed owners.
tion
from
the
fair,
and
the
brother
and
4 We never give change at our table,’ to say. ‘ I don’t suppose he ever gave saying, as he handed her some money,
‘
So
you
think
Providence will favor
atmosphere of a fair?
4 Here are ten dollars for you, Ellen, sister spent an hour together in pleasant
you for your good deeds P
4 They are bad places for shallow pock said one of the good humored damsels, away any thing in his life.’
communion.
The
poor
need
not
be
un

and
I
wish,
in
my
heart,
they
were
one
‘ Sister expected him to come for her,’
41 don’t think it would be any more
ets,’ Irvin remarked, in a tone that indi just revealing a glimpse or two of her
happy. Let them cultivate gentle affec
hundred.’
than fair,’ the lady replied in sober earn
cated a passing remembrance of former sparkling ivory, as her rosy lips gently Emma said ; ‘ and she will be very much
tions,
while
they
live
daily
in
the
discharge
4
You
are
very
kind
to
me,
brother,
’
was
parted in one of the quietest smiles ima disappointed.’
estness.
sufferings.
‘ I’d cut his acquaintance if were she.’ the sister’s only remark, as she received of every duty, and peace will brood like
Others no doubt thought, and felt as
4 Indeed they are,’ Edward replied. 41 ginable. 4 Here is a beautiful pin cushion
an
angel
over
them.
None
but
the
evil
the
money;
but
the
peculiar
tone
in
which
‘ And she will, too,’ said Emma warmly.
she, but were more'guarded in expression.
cannot myself see how the holding of at just one dollar ;’ and the little velvet
need
be
miserable
;
and
in
fact,
none
but
Irvin interposed a word for his friend ; the brief words were uttered, had in it an
At last the gambling commenced. The
them, particularly in the way they are now7 box on which were painted some flowers,
but
it was at once voted by acclamation, expression of deep gratitude that no spo they who permit something of evil to rule lot of things in which Irvin was interested
was
handed
over,
and
as
quickly
appropri

too commonly conducted, can be recon
in
their
minds,
be
their
condition
in
life
language could have conveyed.
that Edward Morton was a young man of ken
1
went off first. The chair soon found an
ciled with correct religious principles. ated by Irvin’s very particular friend.
‘ I hope I shall be able to do better for■ what it may, are discontented.
With ornamental box, annual, and pini a narrow mind and mean spirit.
owner. It was a young lady who had
Those who attend at the tables seem to
It
was
perhaps
an
hour
after
Edward
‘ I only wish I had his resolution and1 you one of these days,’ he replied. ‘ 1
i been the foremost in getting up the fair.
lose all thoughts of feeling, propriety, cushion, Irvin and Emma Grant—we>
; must get a higher salary before long, and Morton had returned home, that Irvin, his She did not seem at all surprised at her
good manners, and justice, in the one idea might as well tell her name at once, for■ good sense, and were once clear of this
room
mate,
came
in.
i then I will rent a house so near the store
of coercing sales at enormous prices, of~ its awkward telling about a third personi gang of pick pockets,’ sighed Irvin, in that I can live with you, and make you a
4 So you have passed through the trial, good fortune. But there was many a
sneering and many a deprecating word
the useless articles they have exposed to unless names are included—took a diago inward bitterness of spirit.
But it was not yet to be. He had a great deal more comfortable than you are James? said the former, smiling.
[ thrown out at her expense. The otto
view. I am fully resolved as an individu nal sweep across the room. In this in
‘
Yes,
and
have
acted
like
a
fool
as
I
dollar note left, and every fair sales now.’
1
mans came next. A brief pause, and the
al, that I will not in any way encourage stance, justice compels me to say, the five
4 I will try and be contented as things am !’ he replied, throwing his hat on the name of James Irvin was announced as
woman
seemed to know it. Turn which
mind
that
directed
the
movement
'was
Ir1
them. My opposition may be feeble, but
table,
with
an
impatient
and
angry
gesture.
he would, with Emma on his arm, he are, and so must you, Edward. How
vin’s. Had Emma been left free to have way
1
still it shall go against them?
41 suppose your pocket is ten dollars the fortunate drawer of these prizes.
much worse off 1 might be than I am !
4 Scared but not hurt!’ murmured Ir
‘Well, well Edward, don’t moralize any indicated the way in which to walk, the ’was met with smiling invitations to buy, Suppose I had no brother to care for me ? lighter than it was T
vin to himself in an ecstacy of pleasure.
< jeered good humoredly for not having
longer about them, or I shall get the blues. table that could have been reached in the or
4
Ten
!
Yes
and
double
that
sum
!
’
And the tears came into the eyes of the
Heigho, they are delightful places ! Such quickest time, and by the shortest move liberal feelings. He were more than a sister as she felt a momentary pang at the
‘ It can’t be possible, James 1’ said his ‘ 1 shall come out even yet!’
weak,
vain
man,
to
stand
all
these,
espe

4 Who is he
where is he ? exclaim
beautiful girls and so full of life and good ment through space, would have certainly
friend
in surprise.
cially as his fair companion never once idea, called up so vividly.
ed
several
voices.
And Irvin stepped
humor. It is good for the heart, if not been next approached.
4 Yes, it is possible, though ! Am I not
‘ Yes sister, it is better, of course, to
But in a fair, it is useless to try to get came to his aid with a prompt ‘ No, we
forward.
for the pocket, to be in one of them?
a
most
consummate
fool
?
’
make the best of our condition, be it as it i
4 You’ll put it up, of course, for the
Edward Morton was true to his firm out of the way of temptation. Some res have done our part to-night.’
‘ Well really, James, I am sorry that
may, replied Edward, with a deep inspira
‘
Take
a
chance
in
this
raffle
1
’
said
a
olute
ones
do
promenade
backwards
and
benefit
ot the fair? said one young lady»
ness of character, and remained at home ;
you
have
thus
suffered
yourself
to
be
rob1
tion. 4 Have you as much work as you ;
taking
hold of his arm.
and James Irvin was as true to his weak forwards through the centre of the room, sales woman, catching hold of his arm, can do 2* he added in a changed tone.
bed,
for
I
can
call
it
by
no
milder
name,
of
1
4 Of course he will,’ said another. ‘ Gen
ness of character, and went to the fair. looking on, but still keeping at a respect and arresting his course almost by main
which, in fact, was not your own?
4 No not such as is profitable. Mrs. money
:
tlemen
always do that ’
He took from bis trunk a five dollar note ful distance ; but sooner or later, they strength.
‘
Robbed,
did
you
say
I
Yes,
that
is
i
‘ A raffle, oh, a raffle 1’ exclaimed Em Mason has a good deal of sewing for
4 You wouldn’t take such splendid otto
resolving in his mind that he would take feel the current that sets irresistibly upon
what
it
is
;
or
rather,
the
term
should
be
me
;
but
she
has
been
so
taken
up
with
no more, and thus put it out of his power the breakers, and before conscious of dan ma, turning quickly towards a beautiful this fair for the last two or three weeks, swindled. Why, they were like so many mans from the fair for the paltry sum oi a
rocking chair, a pair of ottomans, and a
dollar and a half,’ chimed in another.
to throw over that sum away. But some ger, are among them.
piano stool, all richly covered with worst that she could not find the time to get it hawks after me ; and Emma Grant seem
The
thought
of
his
vanished
ten
dollars,
‘Ofcourse he will not,’ exclaimed a
thing whispered that, after this was gone,
ed
to
think
I
had
nothing
to
do,
but
to
buy
ready. And Mrs. Walker is in the same
he might be placed in an unpleasant di which had taken their departure never to ed needle work, and of course her attend way. I have lost, too, three whole days her every foolish thing in the room. I am fourth, 4 he is too much of a man for that.
I know by the very expression of his
lemma : and so, after a moment’s hesita return, kept Irvin, spite of the many gen ant turned with her.
‘ A chance in the rocking chair for your from the common sewing which I had on sick of her any how?
countenance that he will give them back
tion, he increased the sum to twenty, tle side indications of Emma, resolute
‘
It
’
s
all
over
now,
and
I
hope
it
will
be
hand, in working the body of a child’s slip
again to the fair. Wont you V
which covered the wffiole amount of his ly, equi-distant from the tables. But mor fair friend, and two for you in the otto for Mrs. Mason to present to the fair.’
a
lesson
to
you?
Edward
remarked,
4
but
Certainly ! certainly ! Of course I
available means ; and his next quarter’s tal man cannot long resist temptation while mans and piano stool, said the saleswom
I
wouldn
’
t
make
myself
any
more
unhap

4 Not for nothing, I hope ?’ said the
will!_What use would the gaudy things
salary would not become due for two lingering near it. Our hero was just bid an, holding up a paper containing the brother, in a tone of surprise.
py
about
it?
ding good night to his economical ideas, names of the chance holders.
months to come.
4 How can I help being unhappy, do you be to me ? I give them back to the fair!’
‘Yes for nothing. Mrs. Mason throws
‘ That is the rule to-night for every
said Irvin, with as good a grace as possi
Half an hour afterward he entered, with when Emma was suddenly called by a
a good deal in my way, and when she think ? Can I forget that old Buckram ble, backing out from his advanced posi
a gaily dressed young lady on his arm, a lady attending on a table near which they gentleman and lady.’
will
be
down
upon
me
with
his
bill
before
‘ What are the chancesasked Irvin. asked me to do it I could not refuse.’
tion, and again mingling with the crowd
saloon brilliantly illuminated, in the most were passing.
‘ Well, indeed, Ellen that is hard. It a month passes over, and that I owe four
‘ Only two dollars in the rocking chair,
4 Why Mr. Irvin!’ exclaimed a lady,
4
Why,
how
do
you
do,
Emma
I
I
’
ve
fashionable street in Philadelphia, around
weeks
boarding,
which
must
be
paid,
and
is nothing less nor more, than Mrs. Ma
which were arranged tables covered with been looking about for you all the eve and a dollar and a half each in the piano son taking the bread out of our children’s which I intended paying this very night ? immediately in front of whom he found
every variety of things to tempt the eye. ning,’ she said as they drew up. ‘ And stools and ottomans. Just five dollars. j mouths.’
And if I were to try the trick of forgetful himself standing, 4 sister Emma is waiting
at home for you ! She will be dreadfully
Behind each table were from one to three how are^ow to-night, Mr. Irvin ?’ she con Shall I put down your names ?’
4 It has come pretty near to that,’ the ness, I would soon be roused from such a disappointed. She wanted to come to
‘ Emma Grant,’ replied Irvin’s friend,
young ladies, than whom no experienced tinued with animation. 4 I’m glad to see
sister said with a sigh ; ‘ for I was put dream, No—No. The thing is done past night above all things, and fully expected
shopkeeper could have been more atten you. You’ve been buying I see. Well not waiting for her companion’s reply.
back so much w’ith the slip, that I could recall and now must come the penalty.’
‘
And
your
name
?
’
said
the
woman,
tive, or more eager to dispose of their that’s clever. But I am not going to let
‘ Well, I’m sorry for you, James, but I you?
not get home any work, until after we had
41 am sorry for it,’ the young man re
merchandise. For a moment the gay you go away without helping me a little. looking him in the face.
cannot
help you any.’
‘ James Irvin,’ replied the young man eaten every morsel of food in the house.
plied, bowing, ‘ but it is too late to help
scene, and the crowds of richly dressed I declare, I havn’t sold any thing at all
‘
Don
’
t
say
that,
Edward.
You
must
I have been hard put to it, this week
mechanically.
and beautiful women confused the senses worth talking about!’
stand by me, for something, in this tight
Edward.’
‘
Yes,
very
well.
The
raffle
will
take
4 Sister will never forgive you for this,’
41 think I have done pretty well, Miss
of Irvin ; but he was soon called back to
place. At least, you must spare me ten
‘
Indeed,
indeed,
that
is
too
bad
!
This
place
on
Friday
evening.
’
resumed
the lady.
Sarah,
’
Irvin
ventured
to
say,
glancing
sig

consciousness by the exclamation of 4 how
dollars to give the landlady?
Irvin had now a talismanic form of fair, I believe, is to pay for cushioning all
Irvin again bowed, and withdrew from
beautiful? breaking as it were spontane nificantly at fiis purchases.
4
Indeed,
I
cannot,
James.
I
paid
up
the pews in Mr.------ ’s church, and putthe presence of Miss Grant, muttering to
4 You don’t call that pretty well, I hope ? words, whenever asked to buy.
ously from the lips of the young lady upon
’ ting new hangings about the pulpit. And for my board this evening, and had but
‘
I
have
laid
out
all
my
money,
’
caused
bis arm. He directed his attention to Why, that’s nothing !’ urged Miss Sarah.
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himself' then we will be even, for I never good for the soul. I arp afraid I have ¡TRIAL OF A
•nh.
jr stand for three hours, and his examination about an hour and a half in goina tn m
intend forgiving her.’
been unjust to Mrs. Halton ; but I was so Court of Oyer and Termine
e saiiu .
me ... «cerin- extended beyond the recess for dinner, and son’s. Knows Raincott and sav« F
The piano stool was drawn by another taken up with the fair, that I did not seem |
Oct. 4, 1841.
.4s we find, ate the following as unto two o clock. The witness was a Capt. ada before the troubles, and thmk! Can'
young man, when the same scene of coer to be conscious of it. Shels a poor young | Before Judge Gridley, of the Circuit
i the Albany Journal.
Seats, and m command of the black troops in not been back. Reached homo J10 hag
and Judges White, Kimball, and Jon
cion was gone through, and he compelled widow, in bad health, to whom 1 give all
L Caswell—Was on the Canada side, arms at Chippewa upon the night of the :r.and
29th
heard of the destruction of the C^i10’
of the County Court.
s McLeod come from towards Davis’s of December, 1837. I*_
..... commander Ul
to relinquish it to the fair, to be raffled our family sewing. As 1 threw' so much
He was
of next morning. 7’here would havo k ai°!lne
The Court met at 9 o’clock, and the Coun. barn ; heard him talking; I was about ten feet !the
guard
the night
for again. Really sick at heart, Irvin in her way, I thought it no more than
...vpicket
rnv.g
UaiU upon
MHUathe
night of
of die
the *de*
de- for McLeod to go back from Mnr* l,llm
from him ; heard him say in substance lhat j
ot lhe Caroline, posted his sentinels . Chippewa before the burnin» of the c““,810
precipitately retired, and left the fair gam right, that she should make a little return ; sel on both sides declared themselves ready the
Caroline had been handsomely cut out on the shore between the tavern of Mr.! John Morrison testified d,a hef
to proceed in the trial. The Jury was emblers to finish their evening’s game in so I got her to work a little slip-body for pannelled
t
and sworn, few who were called lie said “ we made lhe d—d rebels run;” the,
Davis, so much spoken of, on tite Canada Stair,fbrd-knows McLeod well p 'l68”1
their own most approved way.
And it me, which 1 gave to the fair.’
being challenged or set aside.
men around him were also talking of
ouuIC, to the
uto piace
F " hW(l
of tiieir
their |i shore,
place ana
and oeyonri
beyond the place of of the destruction of the Caroliwas really a painful exhibition of the folly
Willis Hall, Esq. Attorney General, open exploits ; one stud they left one deed man on embarkation.. The
Mrs. Mason paused, and her husband
-e on tb6
witness was
was at
at ihe
the boats
boats !’ morning
morning of
ot December
December 30,
30 about
about 8ft"®
lfor
he witness
1
IIP
i^nfAi;»«
G..«..
________
O
of poor human nature. Whoever drew a said—
ed the case on the part of the people.
he deck ; McLeod had a large pistol m his | wnen
when they left for the Caroline. Saw the the morning. Was told if it ,tt •o clock in
A J’/, D Qne't
n
’
Par
7 eembark
'nl>Tk ,!and
'.nd ‘disembark,
‘^"^' k.-sat up all night Col. Cameron, who i,‘formed hi '
He commenced by expressing briefly but
party
prize of any consequence was either forc
‘ Well, I suppose you paid her for it.’
feelingly
the
delicacy
of
his
situation,
and
the
on
duty,
—
1
ed to relinquish it to the fair, or become
had
friends
on board ol the boat, ty had rut her out from Sehlosk™-s.h’<“'•
‘ No, husband, I did not. I required!
which had now devolved upon him and He says he was partially acquainted with Al Saw them return,
—one .„..
man was wounded fire and sent her over the falls, and 3,v'eI.011
an object of remark and envy.
r»r...n
her to do it for nothing, and it took her, ' duty
him me
the by the name of Adams,— non one
the jury. He next reverted to the very great exander McLeod; I think I saw
>• ” <imi
- was killed.
' died, a piece of wood which he said beLJ*
Finally the whole affair closed, and she told me, all of three days.’
L..................
excitement which pervaded the mind of the night the Caroline was burnt ; saw
him
at
Witness
was
invited
to
be
of
the
------------v„
UJU party
puny, to her and had been picked un below ikr?
there was scarcely an actor in it who was
‘ Why, Mary !’ ejaculated Mr. Mason, public, from one extremity of the Union to ^
Davis
’s uuv«i
about eight
o’viuvit
clock ,; ito
he was
coming whom was assigned the duty of destroying. Witness told Cameron tliat McLeod w f" S'
u,WD
oijui v
was corning
c “ of
-'rthe
*1 - bar
i - room as I« was going
•
• ; did the
not disappointed, pained, mortified, or in surprise.
in
__ Caroline.
-.......
the other in relation to the important trial up out
chagrined at something which occurred.
‘ Indeed, husband, I am afraid I acted on which they had now entered, and the evi not see where he went; saw him again the
There
, , . was but one positive
» -..........witness
.......k-S exam-: declined. McLeod arrived therp nt »1 2
I here was fully enough money raised to very thoughtlessly, and very unfeelingly dence of which was before the eyes of the ju next morning about sunrise ; he was near Da med during ihe afternoon, and having closed o’clock the night before, took tea lod<^?
purchase pew linings and pulpit curtains, in this instance. How could I have done ry, in the living masses which thronged and vis’s house, not far from the end of the bridge a new and exceedingly interesting matter breakfasted there. Had not left hi5«
wlien Cameron arrived and waJ
but it was at the expense of decency and it 1 And now I remember, that I have surrounded the whole court house. To this that crosses Chippewa Creek ; some persons came before the Comm
it was the duty of the jury and were with him — did not know them ; think
The counsel for the prisoner here proposed dressed. When told the news Mcl en
all the admitted rules of propriety—and kept her out of work at legist three excitement
himself to close their eyes, to know it not, McLeod had a belt on ; don’t know that 1 to tiring
bring m ihe national part
pait of the evidence he wishec.
wished to God he had been lheie ’’ ‘m
what was^ still worse, at the expense of weeks, because I could not cut out and and to eschew its influence. Their duty’ was
saw any arms; some one came across the
the purpose of showing that the Court'
' ’
the very first principles of Christian char fix it ; I was so much engaged in helping- plain. It was to elicit the truth, to be gov- bridge and asked how they made it go last for
,,
,.
-...................
The
corm:
;
le dm
m ^iS"PeW“’
iad bqja,*sdidiion of the matter.
ity.
on with the fair. She has come now, for erned by truth alone, and to keep their mind night ? He said “ we made it go very well — Sv.
wiure me vourt all the papers
of
an
!
an
Archffiald Morrison testified to theSame
We w*l now pass by James Irvin, and work, I know, and yet I have none ready. and their-judgments free from all extraneous we killed one or two d—d Yankees and de official character, in the form ofW^of
cOrrespon facts,
facts. He thought that McLeod camo
influences, prejudices or fears. Truth was stroyed the boathe also said, “ I have Yan ilence. 7’he correspondence
;
let him get out of bis trouble the best I feel very sorry, indeed.’
?e was named, and t horseback, and that he took care of'ihL.
bis only pursuit; and if from innate weak kee blood on my sleeve.” I did not see any
way he can, and look in upon another ac
ol aa showy
showy and
and |, Recollects putting up his horse.
*Se'
‘ Fortunately, it is not too late to mend ness he fell short of the full performance of blood ; I then went away ; don’t know that I an argument based upon itit of
effective character, upon which the Judge !1 Margaret Morrison, wife of John M
tor in the fair—-one who held the situation some of the wrong that has been done.
Ins duty, he prayed the jury to redouble their ever heard him talking about the affair at any afterwards gave an opinion. The opinion i
of a patroness in assislingto get it up.
; fled that she recollected hearing of thei’
How much did the slip sell for at the fair ?’ own vigilance, and elicit truth through the other time.
was important as well as the argument.
the Caroline in the morning, and
On the morning of the closing of the
‘ It sold for five dollars.’
Justus F. Stevens said I am positive I saw
channels presented to them in all cases in
lhe counsel contended that the case was ■ that Col. Cameron
brought the news Saw
brilliant and successful effort to extort
McLeod get in one oí the boats at that place; National in its character and therefore that !
‘And what do you think the work on which, he might be deemed remiss.
Mr. William Wells, owner of the steamer lhe men that got into the boats were armed ; the I i isoner, supposing him to be present at!I the piece of wood lhat he brought. Alexan
money from the public, in a fashionable the body was worth V
der McLead was then in the parlour, having
and creditable way, Mrs. Mason, who had
‘ It could’nt have been done for less Caroline, was sworn and testified to the cir McLeod had a sword —don’t know whether the destruction of the Caroline, ought not to ;; come there the night before, taken tea and
he
had
any
other
arms;
they
then
went
out
cumstances
of
the
destruction
of
the
vessel
by
be
arraigned
for
the
offeree
which
had
been
i
imposed upon Morton’s poor sister the than two dollars ; for it was beautiful.
there.
u
into the river and laid for across the river; 1 committed. If the Court should not dis Ii lodged
Harriet Morrison, second daughter of John
task of working a child’s slip, that she How Mrs. Hatton got through with it all a party of armed men who boarded her as saw
three boats ; am confident there was on chaige him upon such evidence why then '
she was lying at the wharf at Schlosser, from
might have the honor of giving it to the in three days, is more than I can tell.’
lour or five boats, and to the death of Amos ly lhat number ; I again saw McLeod on his he should prove what he was prepared to i; Mornson, testified to the same facts. SIw
fair, was seated at the breakfast table,
‘ She worked at it late and early, I sup Durfee. Witness had been asleep on board, return a short distance above the mouth of prove, that the prisoner had no part in the .heard of the destruction of the Caroline in
with her husband.
They had finished pose,’ replied Mr. Mason—‘ driven bv the was below in the cabin when the boat was the cut; the boats were then coming towards expedition. It was contended that the act of the morning, and McLeod was present, hav
their meal, and each sat, somewhat ab necessity of getting it out of the way. boarded by the assailants, and had some diffi the shore ; this was about three o’clock ; Mc the Canadas in destroying the Caroline was mg lodged there.
John McLean testified that he knew Mcsorbed in thought, the husband leaning- But we must pay her for it. It will never culty in making his escape. He was ques Leod came ashore Uien and a part of the an act of necessary self-defence,—that the |j Leod
; was at Chippewa on the night of Dec
men
;
the
men
that
left,
went
up
towards
Da

tioned
also
as
to
the
service
in
which
the
boat
Caroline
was
in
the
service
of
the
Navy
Is

back in his chair, and the wife balancing do to have such a sin on our conscience.
. 29, and lodged in the Camp. Saw McNabb
vis
’
s
tavern
;
McLeod
got
out
of
the
boat
had
been
employed.
landers, who were American citizens ¡men !
a teaspoon upon the edge of an empty Suppose we ask her up stairs?’ Mrs.
On Tuesday the evidence on the part of the about four or five rods from the mouth of the ding to invade Canada,—that the only way !,I but did not see McLeod until next mornin»
cup.
At this moment a servant man Mason rose up and rung the bell, and prosecution
cut.
was continued. Eight witnesses
to get rid of her was to destroy her, — that the jj after breakfast, at 9 to 11 o’clock, when Iip
came in ; Mrs. Mason saw by the expres when John came in she told him to invite were examined with reference to the circum
Alter the tesiimony of the last witness the Province of Canada having no steamboat, it i passed on horseback.
sion of his countenance, that he had a Mrs. Hatton into the breakfast room. stances of the attack, five of whom were on Court took a recess preparatory to an even was unsafe for boats to leave Canada and be* Gasper P. Gilkison testified that Raincott
left Canada in September, 1837. Wiuless
message to deliver, and so said—Mrs. Hatton presently came in, and Mrs. board the boat al the time, and the others at ing session. It was hoped that the evidence upon the Lake while the Caroline was there, was
at Stamford on the night of Dec. 29 and
the
tavern
m
Schlosser.
7
he
facts
as
elicited
on
lhe
parr
of
the
prosecution
might
he
com

Well, John, what do you want ?’
that there was a quasi war between the <on his return to Chippewa on the following
Mason said, after she had invited her to
by
this
testimony
were
much
the
same
as
those
pleted
on
Wednesday
and
the
trial
by
the
‘ Old Mrs. Carr, the washerwoman, is sit down—
two Governments,—that the State of New imorning was overtaken by McLeod. They
which have heretofore been before the pub end of the week.
down stairs, ma’am.’
York was too weak to preserve the neu- rode
i
‘ 1 think I must pay you for the work lic; there are but few new particulars. Capt.
in company to Chippewa, and to the
In the cross-examination several questions
of the People of New York,-that ! Ibank opposite
‘ Well, what is she after now ?’
Navy Island, where guns were
ing that slip-body for me. It was beauti Appleby, the commander of the boat, is the were asked relative to the “sympathizing” nahty
men
and
arms
were
engaged
in
the
controver!
I
‘ She says, ma’am, that she would be fully done. Do you think two dollars e- only one of these witnesses who makes any movements of witnesses, and the answers 4o
fired at them. A shot entered the hank a few
sy
belonging
to
the
United
States,-that
*1
feet from them,, which the soldiers picked out
very glad if you could let her have some nough for it V
attempt to identify McLeod as present. His these, ahhough the counsel for the prosecu auchoma’ tbe
'Xhere the Laroime was of the bank and gave to McLeod
old clothes that you don’t want, for her
, . «^mmyourned.
,
------... At near 9
‘ O yes, indeed, ma’am. But you know evidence on this point, as reported for the tion protested warmly against sue.h interroga bX? ’■ r 11 “
° tl,e NavyIs- o , clock
the court adjourned.
Albany Journal, is this:
little boy ; and a pair of Mr. Mason’s old I was not to charge anything for it.’
lories being put, in which protest they were lantleis, lhe right ot Canada to repel such
__ __________
I saw the man who made the thrust at me supported by the Court, showed that many
pantaloons, that he is done with, for ber
‘ Why, I hardly think, ma’am,’ said Mr.
ilillSl;ated by tbe P«-»ctice ofj The
letter was a,|,)ressei| u
7’he following
foliowin
husband. She says he is sick and not Mason, ‘ that you can afford to give away with a sword on board the boat ; a lamp was ol the witnesses were “ patriots ” of the first the United fetale,, n lwo cases under lhe nd - : Capi. Drew to the A »ent lor McLeod’« Cm»
water.
hanging two or three feet from the door; at
able to do any thing.
mimsiiution of the peace-loving Monroe. ; sei in reply to a request that he would give
your labor to a fair, the object of which is that time 1 supposed the man to be McLeod;
The Court, which shows throughout an sent !°e vvas ^zllen an armed force had s'->m ; evidence on Commission :
b
‘ Tell her that I hav’nt an old garment to buy pew linings and curtains for a I had been introduced to him a few days
earnest desire to restrain the examination sent by our Government njmn one of the !
Woodstock. Canada Sent 14 1R41
in the bouse,’ Mrs. Mason replied, with church.’
previous at the Eagle Tavern, in Buffalo; 1 within proper bounds, also animadverted se glands of f Spam In i815; for the pt)rpose (){ j SiR_f
^pt.^14,1841
an impatient gesture. And the servant
‘ It is true, sir, I Cannot, but—” Here was examined before a magistrate at Schlos verely on the introduction of a great deal of | ecting the revenue ot the. country there ceive your letter of the 9th inst ¡rfe-inin . nleft the room.
the poor woman hesitated, for she per ser the day after the affair; my attention was hearsay evidence by the prosecution, and one
upcway-Ther»cu—™bad-uodford”
;
‘I declare,’she continued, after John ceived that she was going to bring an ac particularly drawn to this point ; I then said witness was ordered off the stand because he Cl up OJ lhe fepau
Government was that of taking evidence m ¥h-Lmid’< case -.J
!
thought
it
was
McLeod,
but
it
was
all
done
had no other evidence to give. The follow hey were too weak to do justice. Nt, one queetin/iue to .„tei f Xe e Ou ,'t,' i '
bad retired, ‘ these poor people »never cusation against Mrs. Mason, seemed con
so quick, that I could not be certain.
ing conversation will explain the manner in eoneetved to be .»order or arson st,eh defence ! era at Hau,ilio,,, „„ Friday, the 17 ' s
think you can do enough for them. I fused, and cast her eyes upon the floor.
t
On the cross examination he added :
a^Ketof
l,l0°'l-1 ?'■" °"‘er
"leret0’ 1
'eaU to s,' itJ! 1 sl,’S
which some witnesses hear their cross-exam . a'tHde
even atwthe
expense ofrblood.
gave Mrs. Carr an old hat, an old pair of
‘ But I asked you to do it, and you did
<Seminole ......J*.111 '^i'^eline attending for the purpose of giving
At the same instant a thrust was made ,.t mation.
shoes, about six months ago and now she not like to refuse,’ said Mrs. Mason.
me, I drew back to avoid the blow ; all was
Mr. Spencer. Are you a member of anyr Seminole campaign, more familiar to your
is bothering me again.-’
‘ Yes, ma’am, that is the truth,’ replied done and the door shut almost in a moment ; society whose object is to aid the CanadianI readers. General Jackson there entered the .evidence, upon two grounds—first, 1 deny
‘ Yes, but my dear,’ said Mr. Mason, Mrs. Hatton, looking up with a calm, I did not distinctly mark the features of the refugees or to bring about a war with Eny-. Spanish territory, destroyed men there, exe-j, the right of the United Slates Government,
‘ old clothes are of no use to us, and though somewhat serious expression of man ; I do not now say it was McLeod.
land ? Answer. I think I am not. Q. Did| cuted Arbuthnot and Ambrister, and yet no |' to bring any British subject to trial, as a felon
He received no injury from the sword thrust you ever belong to any association of the, one called it murder. It was not murder to ; for an act of duty performed by order ot Her
should be given wherever they are need countenance.
Majesty’s government. Secondly—that if I
alluded to. He testifies farther, that since kind ? A. I once belonged to a Temperance
ed.’
‘ Well, 1 was wrong in asking you to do the night of the attack he lias never seen or Society. Judge Gridley. Witness, if you. destroy the Caroline and to shoot Durfee un- were to give evidence upon lhe case-ali der tne circumstances of the case, for the rea1 But did’nt I tell John that there was it ; I ought to have been more consider
V
of| a boy
VUHVU
called
Little
Billy.
who ever
...............
-ww. <4.
<t I
answer
a question 111
in uii
that
wav again k son, as before said, the acf was one of self- though my evidence might clear McLeod, by
— .1 I___
1
1.1
i “ LillllU
. UHiJj
< ” VVJIOJ
none in the house,’ Mrs. Mason responded ate. But here are two dollars, to pay |heard
had been on board the boat; but on the ci^sfW
. j--1 wil1 be uuiiHiniiru
committed Hjsiunuy*
instantly, You must; defence. Nor was it called murder in the I reason that he was not present at the destrucv «-» .-k-a *. «-i .v •
,. - 1 that ihe ihadi not seen nal
i'iAa ««.a L t L . /—i
.
vr
paLher sharply.
you for the work, and that will put us even nexamination
it ~appeared
not ftrifle
with the Court.
You understand usual understanding of that term, for mere ji lion of the Caroline—yet such an àct would
: be a virtual acknowledgment on my pint
‘ Then what has become of them all, again. You have come for those shirts him since the boat last left Navy Island.
the question—now answer it.
obeying the order of the Government when *; that the Americans have a right to try me or
for I’m sure there ought to be an abun you are to make. 1 have again neglected
These witnesses agree in stating that there
1 know what is meant by a “ Hunter’s1 J
Gove’nuieDts were not in solemn war. |I any of the officers of men who served under
dance.’
to get them ready. But the first thing I was but one gun fired from the American Lodge ;” think I have been in one, two or 1 he seizing of men by the Leopard from the : me', and assisted at the destrumion”of "tk
that that was discharged after the boats three times; this was about two years ago; Sr *Th > 'v,,s8,,‘,e(d !" “'"Tbon of Hus Caroline, should any of lls be so un on n
‘ Why, I sold them all a month ago.’
do this morning will be to cut them out, side,
‘ 'fo buy things for the fair, I suppose ?’ and John shall carry them over to your had left the shore in such a direction that it was at Niagara Falls; don’t know that I ev J. L
''n"18 Of i.he C“ro|b.e, as might I as
Durfee could not have been injured by it. er heard any thing said in them about pro be the impressment of seamen, was a good ns to fall into their hands.
‘ Yes, that’s just what I did.’
I have the honor to be, Sir,
I house before ten o’clock.’
curing
arms
or
ammunition.
One witness indeed, testifies directly »hat he
subject for redress on the part of the Govern
Your most obedient, humble servant,
‘ Then you did wrong,’ Mr. Mason said,
The expression of real pleasure that saw the gun loaded, and that there was no
[Correspondence of the Portland Advertiser.)
ment, but the individual, particularly in the
DREW, Commander.
gravely. ‘ Curtains and cushions are not was on the countenance of Mrs. Hatton, ball in it.
circumstances of the case, was not responsi- Hon. W.ANDREW
Utica, Thursday, Oct. 7.
H. Draper.
needed for the church, half so much as gave to Mrs. Mason more genuine delight,
Two other witnesses were examined who
The prosecution closed lhe examination
clothing is by a dozen poor families within than had any scene or idea connected with were on the Canada side at the time of the last night. The last witness examined was
1 he Judge after briefly stating the opinion
One day later from Canton. The
attack. These witnesses were introduced, to upon the stand when I closed my letter. of the Supreme Court, which is already fa
our immediate neighborhood.’
the fair, from beginning to end.
show that McLeod went with the boats. This man swore very hard, and upon the miliar to your readers, added that that was! sb.i|i Lowell, of Boston, arrived at New York
‘ Well, when I asked you for twenty
‘ You see, now, Mary,’ said her husband,
part of the testimony of Drown, the whole rather inconsistently. He saw McLe not the opinion of Justice Cowan alone, but on the 9th inst., having left Macao on the20th
dollars to buy something for the fair, you after the poor woman had withdrawn, That
first of them, which bears on this point, is in od upon the morning of the burning of the of the whole Court. As a Judge under the ,i of May. 'Lhe following extract of a letter
declined letting me have them. As we ‘ how great danger there is of our being these words :
Caroline. The morning of the 30th of Dec. instructions of that Court, he did not fee) at ’i from Capt; Rerrimons, gives the latest news,
stand in the church, it ’would never do to carried away with these fashionable move”
Samuel Drown, sworn—I know McLeod, 1 heard him boast lhat he had killed a Yankee liberty to reverse the decision of that Court ; which, in connexion with previous advices,
hold back ; and so to save our credit, I ments, got up in the name of charity, to had known him three years prior to 1837; J iand been in his blood. Saw him show a pis even if he thought proper to do so. 'I’hei is important.
New Y
9,1841.
had to rake up all the old things in the the neglect of our real duties to those first knew him at St. Catherines ; he lived at Itol, the muzzle of which was bloody—under suppression of testimony might be consider- ' wt
i >
' ork, Oct. R
Niagara, twelve miles off;! used to see him f
...... fleet
.........
□
1 ‘ef- Macao» a Z.
British
of 20
house, and sell them.’
who, in the order of Providence, have very frequently; he was deputy sheriff; I stood him to say the blood was that of a ed good cause of appeal here, and no obstruc- sail” of—
ships of war, and transports, were off
Yankee. Witness said lie saw McLeod and lions would be made to such appeal to a
‘ And so, that is the limit of your chari been placed, as it were, beside us, that we
saw him act in that capacity at the courts; this blood at day break in the morning, ten higher tribunal, should this Court not decide Limin bound up the river. What their ob
table doings ? Reputation in the church! may minister to their wants. When again saw
him very often when I lived at Chippe- <
ject was no one knew. The Chinese at Can
I am sorry, indeed, Mary, that you have solicited to take part in a fair, first look wa ; I saw him at Chippewa the day and eve or twelve feet from him, but could not say the case here.
left,’’
7’his subject having been disposed of, the ton
i ',’, were
-T ’A going away quite fast when I1 ,VI
not set before yourself higher and purer about you, and see if what you can afford ning prior to the burning oj the Caroline ; saw whether there was a light in lhe room or taking
of tesiimony by deposition, or rather! b • WaS ‘10t known there lhat lhe fleet was
not,
or
about
the
room.
McLeod
was
upon
motives of action.’
to give, is not much more needed by some him the night after the Caroline was on fire. the stoop of the Hotel. After the cross ex the reading of this testimony commenced? coming up.
‘ Surely you would’nt have me appear poor widow and her children. If such be After the return of the boats from the de amination of the witness, the ¿Attorney Gen McNabb swears that McLeod was not one of
A fast boat arrived at Macao just before I
mean and selfish, husband ?’ said Mrs. Ma the case, yield neither to persuasion, nor struction of the Caroline, I was close by the eral said ihe prosecution would rest far the the party who went on board the Caroline, left, reporting that the British merchants had
son, wounded by his rebuke, and a good any other inducement to spend your time men when they disembarked ; should think present,
lhe direct testimony of McNabb was closed ’ all left Canton on the 18th and gone on board
there
were
ten
or
twelve
in
each
boat
;
I
The
counsel
for
the
prisoner
then
com

at
6 o’clock. 77ie reading of the cross exam a ship of war. Your obedient servant,
deal softened, on the instant, for she loved and money as you have in the present should say McLeod was one of them ; I was
THOMAS
” Spencer opened ¡nation commenced at 7.
i • mi. •
THOMA8 REMMONS.
her husband. ‘ How could I hold up my case. Remember, that a conscious sense about ten feet from the boat and from McLeod menced the defence. Mr.
Tfp dpni>«itL.no
Tiie following extract of a letter from Canthe case to the Jury,
head among the other ladies in the socie of having acted from true principles, is when he got out; the men went up to Davis’s men in New York, fie is one of the ablest who were V I L H
persons ; ton, written three or four days before the
His argument was an
ty '1 They were all doing their best.’
a!
)OanJed sai,i^
Lowell, shows the opinion jnelike a coat of mail. It sustains the mind, tavern in the village ; I went along with them : hour long, lucid, clear, distinct.- He discus he Cam inc
? oi’ppde i r
* mJay’
VaiHng diere of lhe P°Hcy ^¡ch would be
‘ The consciousness of rectitude of pur unmoved against all selfish and interested they were talking with others about the de sed the national question very ably in opposi
struction of the Caroline ; they stopped in tion to the opinion of Justice Cowen of the in the two boats
h: 4 * Jm11*6 ilon‘ Per ons pursued, before any news had been received
pose, and the approval of those you love, condemnation.’
* dl<
ieack
, there of the view of the British government,
front of the tavern ; I believe there were lamps Supreme Court of New York, whom you Caroline
should be looked upon as a much higher
Whether Mrs. Mason corrected her er lit in front of the house and others in the
Thnmna
i
01‘ of the appoin tment of s he ne w officers, who
will
remember
has
argued
that
the
United
re ward, than the approbation of those who roneous ideas fully, after this lesson, we house, 1 then saw McLeod again; I was then
mas Hectoi commanded one of the : were ob their wav to China
will give it only at the expense of a viola know not. But peyhaps some others may within eight or ten feet of him ; he stood a- States has no jurisdiction over the cuse.—The seven boats. After having proceeded a short,
C
antos 16th Mav 1841
Canton
, 16ih May, 1841.
tion oftrue charity,’ Mr.Mason said kindly. be helped to a thought or two in relation bout ten feet from the door ; I heard him talk counsel but glanced at these points, but very who were unable",o st'°
''
iS
'""'u
8
’
!
,
We
m
'
d
y
°
dd
llere
we co™der lhe
clearly contended that the Court properly had staged !he second ti, »
i" TT- ,He
Hejibreach
breach between
between the
the English
English and
and Chinese
Chineseas
‘ That is true, husband, but I am hard to fairs, in reading something of her say ing to the standers by ; 1 am as sure that it was no jurisdiction of the matter,—that it had
as
ly able to practice upon such high princi ings and doings, and the sayings, doings, McLeod as 1 am that he now sits before me.
been recognized as a national question by the two hundred vards of Srdil ar,.lve(? Wlth'n constantly becoming wider and more difficult
dosser, when the and unless the English consent to yield someOn the cross examination witness stated Government of the United States, which had boat burst into a l>kples,’ Mrs. Mason replied, softening stiil and sufferings of some others who aided
boat
[L,
U
_
r»
boat burst
buist into
into aa blaze.
blaze.
He remained in lliinrr
thing io tthe
pride and __prejudices
of lhe Chimore. For, as has just been said she lov in purchasing pew linings and pulpit cur that the night was dark and that there was demanded redress for the outrage, and by lhe sight
t 11 B«l-k m-1 L
IJ w ___ A _ . •
r*
• ..
of her a short time andH m
returned.
no
light
near
when
the
boats
landed.
He
nese,
to
receive
from
them
as
favors
what
British
Government,
which
declared
the
ed her husband, and whenever a wife real tains for Mr. ----- ’s church. If so, this
other witness, Corson, was at the tav burning of the Caroline to be a national act. knew every man in the boat. McLeod was; are now demanded as matters of right, they
ly loves her husband, his understanding of sketch will not have been written in vain. ernThe
not
one
ol
them.
He
says
that
nine
boats
after the men had gone up from the lan After stating the national question very brief
s* will be compelled to undertake the conquest
the truth is insinuated into her mind, and
left Chippewa Creek, but only seven crossed\ or dismemberment of the Empire. Indeed
As far as Emma Grant was concerned, ding. He says—
ly,
the
counsel
proceeded
to
state
what
he
over
the
Niagara.
she sees as with his eyes. When she she lost her lover, for such Irvin had
I next saw McLeod about nine o’clock in should prove upon evidence. Having con
we may consider the blow already struck,
John R. Battersby commanded one of the ! and that through foreign innovation and the
looks away from her husband, and suffers thought himself, and she had viewed him the evening at Davis’s tavern ; he was com tended that under the orders given, the party
boats
that
started
on
the
expedition
;
knew
herself to be led by influences opposite to in the same light. He never went to see ing out of the bar room as 1 went up ; did’nt composing the expedition which had destroy
agency of opium, we have before us in Chievery man in the boat; McLeod was not one na a series of troubled unsettled years, in the
those which he would rationally offer, then her again. The disgust that he felt at observe as he was armed ; one man went out ed the Caroline, were not individually respon of
them.
Did
not
reach
the
Caroline
in
con

course of which the whole system of foreign
she will run into error blindly. This had her conduct, in being so eager to get eve with him; I again saw him next morning a- sible, because they had acted by the authori sequence of his men being bad rowers.
trade here will be deranged and perhaps bro
been Mrs. Mason’s case, in reference to ry thing that was offered at the fair, re bout sunrise on Davis’s stoop ; quite a crowd ty of the Government. The examination for
Neil McGregor was in Capt. Battersby’s : k;en up.
was around him ; he stood on the platform ihe defence commenced this morning, first
the fair.
mained as vividly present with him as did telling what was done on the Caroline ; he on the part of a witness, named Alexander boat; McLeod was not in it. Deponent was
If you look at, and in approving, try to the remembrance of his lost twenty dol said “ he guessed they would not want to see Hamilton, who testified that a Mr. Raincock present in a room with a number of men as
From California. A letter from an in
love true principles, you will soon have lars, and the mortification and trouble to him over there again very soon ; he had put one absented himself from Canada in 1839, and sembled to go on the expedition, when a telligent gentleman states that the country
number
declined
to
because
the
object
I can’t recollect before the last of October or the first of No- was not communicated
was in a most deplorable condition, there not
the strength to oppose any thing that is which he was put, in consequence of hav d—d Yankee out of the way
«■’«s not communicated to them, and > having been any rain for thirteen months 1
other
particular
expression
; . 1personsA inprevious
vember.
contrary to them. There is a power in ing thrown it away so foolishly. He has any
-----J i 1 •persons
in t vember.
witness for the prose- 'their places were
|
... ,1 _ ________
• supplied' by volunteers. No bread stuffs had been raised, anj the cat
truth, when the effort is made to practice never since ventured to attend a fair, and having been in the expedition with McLeod ;
,
. -------A?
‘ ’ cock
with
McLeod
at
the
burning
of
the
Car

it, that is all-sustaining.
took
hour.
steadily persists in affirming, that he would no one there disputed McLeod, or said he li oline, that he saw the one as plainly as the tlmaCourt
. .
» i a recess for one ovui.
; country, were suffering irreatlv
n
“'' Villi. C° pnSI!l |wor®ed1'’fl1 ,u
*
Just at that moment, John came in a- as soon think of going into a room full of ed.
A le,ter
letter PuMsbed
published by
by fhe
the New
New York
York lour
Joitr-
other, and knew the one as well as the call witnesses
gain, and said—
After the examination of this witness the other.—The absence of Mr. Raincock was in'Decemb"P7im7 he kJ P1fss,est|fied.«hatjnal ol Commerce, <lamd Upper California,
pickpockets. This is what he says ; but
i'l.:.’.,, .. J '»a a avem at Niaga- June 26, mentions that five months since an
the reader will bear in mind, that we are court adjourned till Wednesday morning.
1 Mrs. Hatton is down stairs, ma’am.’
proved at the time witness swore he was pre ia. Went b.
to Chippewa
two order was issued prohibiting vessels under a
On Wednesday morning the prosecution sent with McLeod.
. r.. Dec. 29,
t to carry uc
‘ Well, tell her to wait a little while, not to be held responsible for the sayings
passengers
—
1
........
, r
visiling ie rA0" "ia' rtltt
called
three
witnesses,
who
were
in
Canada
John.’
The next point in the testimony was to im and sum paid by them, made at the "inm in
and doings of our heroes. We are but a at the time of the attack on the Caroline.
|
'
;
....
,a
dispose
of
cargo,
and that the brigs Lama»
C J’ ’
John withdrew, and Mrs. Mason, turn faithful chronicler of things said and done. One of these, Parks, testifies positively that peach a witness by the name of Drogan. who Ins cash book. inr
bn,fv^ w,t,i <i ofn Oah‘b all(i Corsair from Callao, had enhad
sworn
pointedly
that
he
saw
McLeod
ing to her husband said, while the mois
he saw McLeod get into the boats, and the Ienter into one of the boats, This witness him, in his two horse wagon, Mr. O’Keif andI tered and stowed their cargoes, but that the
McLeod, from MChippewa
Stam °Mer had been rescinded to allow the J’asso
ture came into her eyes—
. to
The good wife always sets up her sail ac- others that they heard him boast subsequent was impeached by two of his townsmen, who Alexander
’ ’, •- * • . ■left
- him.....at' to
,said they would not believe him upon oath. ford, about five miles. 1McLeod
‘ An open confession, we are told, isi cording to the keel of her husband’s estate. ly of the murder of Durfee.
enter, as she would not enter only on conMorrison’s, in Stamford.
In the afternoon several witnesses were The
1
next important witness was upon the iiUie af.cr dark,
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1 WO MEN KILLED AND SIX WOUN
KENNEBUNK GAZETTE
Maryland Election. The election
DED.
Building in Maine. Two ships are
HYMENEAL.
Fatal Accident on board the Steam
Governor
and members of the State Le[
SATURDAY,
OCT.
16,
1841.
building
at New-Castle, one of which
nA
U-L.J.U1N. .Yest
xesteraay
,erday afternoon, ature took place in Maryland last week. Re-1! measures seven hundred and fifty, the other
MARRIED—In Littleton, Mass. 10th inst.
ff
1.0? b°ard the oicqiuur
steamer wiine
while;
pc h, ^rr ^.UrS
—ii'.?."
hundred to„s.-At Bath, the ship Rap- Mr. Joseph A. Whitney of Boston, to Miss
°n the Hook, killing two persons instantly COMMON SCHOOLS.-No. n. turns of the gubernatorial votes from all the■‘eight
eight hundred tons.—At Bath, the ship Rap Hannah Fletcher, daughter of the late Rev,
xrivp. Thomas
Thnmn« (the
hu loco
_____ i. ___
.
. „ .
. 1
We last week adverted to the importance counties in the State give
and wounding six others very badly. The
pahannock, now nearly ready for launching, Nathaniel H. Fletcher, formerly of this town.
names of the killed are Samuel Snowman, ! of our common schools, and urged, as one candidate) a majority of 562 votes, showing a
In Dover, N.H. 10th inst. by Rev. Lucian
is the largest merchantman ever built in the
seaman, and Joseph Philbrook, ordinary sea
whig loss, compared with the vote for Presi United States. Her length on deck is one Hayden, Mr. James Bean of Parsonsfield, to .Miss
means
of
rendering
them
efficient,
the
neces

Betsey Jane Merrifield of D.
man. The wounded are, Russell Smith, car
In Saco, Mr. Joshua Hanson, to Miss Mary
penter s mate, Joshua Wyman, quarter gun sity of good School Houses. We stated, al dential electors in November last, of 5338. hundred and eighty feet—her beam thirty Pike.
J
ner, Levi Lawson, Thomas Smith, Richard so, that a good Instructor was an indispensa The members of the State Legislature stand seven feet—her depth twenty-three feet four
in Bangor, Mr. Richard Berry, formerly of
thus
:
'*obn Cooper, seamen, all badly.
ble adjunct to a good school and promised to
inches, and she measures about eleven hun Hollis, to Miss Caroline Prouty.
I he explosion did great damage to the fore
Whigs.
Locos.
In Great Falls, (Somersworth,) Charles E.
dred
and forty tons. The ship South CaroSenate,
part of the vessel, giving it the appearance of continue our remarks on this point.
15
6
Bartlett, Esq. of Berwick, to Miss Mary L Dear
It
is
sincerely
to
be
regretted,
that
there
House,
a peitect wreck. The starboard steam-chim
lina, seven hundred and sixty-nine tons, was ■ born of S.—Mr. Horace Fox of Berwick, to Miss
35
43
ney was blown down. She is now mooredI are so few among us who are by profession
launched last week, and the Hannibal, of six Roxanna A. Fox of S,
at the Navy Yard.
50
49
hundred and fifty tons, is almost ready for
The gun broke into outside of the carriage, teachers, who have adopted the business of a
No choice was effected in one Representa-’
>
school-master
as
a
means
of
livelihood,
in
OBITUARY.
launching. At Belfast about twenty-five
and split in the breech—the two parts of the
live district—the member returned from this {
bieech taking different directions, one landed the same manner that other pursuits are ahundred tons of shipping will be launched
DIED—In Alfred, 14th,Mrs. Mary,wife of Mr.
district will either confirm the whig majority !
ou the starboard side—(the gun was on the
Bangor will add to its Atnos Shackford, aged 50 years ; 9th, Miss Eliz
1 m ci Ira
n
»¡a av.
I .«.
U_U_
_ P ¿1__ .
! the present season.
rrt a»<i »«? larboard) the other went forty feet aft carry, dopted. School teaching is now principally Hl
confined to those who pursue the business or make a tie, on joint ballot of the two
aged
Hannah |
tonnage, the picoyui
present seasuu,
season, a large bark
' '
oarK and i: abeth
qY"“" Shackford, a
oqu 25 years,
v.»<u», and
anu raannan
ing away the dispensary and Purser’s store
branches.
a noble ship-and Brewer Bucksnort anfI ! Shackford, aged 44 years,
Y^ars, daughters
daughters of
of Mr.
Mr. Noah
Noah |
room, and iron stancheons, and then staving merely because it is a pleasant and profitable
,
.
„ ! RL.ai'ii -iir
- , ,
,
CKSP011 and j Shackford; widow Lydia Wormwood, agod 76
Georgia Election.
m both starboard steam chimnies, Which ad way of spending their winter months,—
The election for , JMuehifl will furnish three splendid new ships. 1 years
;
widow
Abigail
Shackford,
a<red
76
yr
.
------1 ------------,
. w years,
• 1
W
o 1
M/7 «-w a-» w*
1
■
' CM 1
i Y1»
ded to the horror of the scene by filling the by
1 students, whose object is the raising of a Governor and Members of the
Shackford.
State Legisla!I Many
smallII vessels
have ■been _launched or relict of the late Mr. Jahn
? teslifi«d to if ship with steam. The spar deck is all knock
In
Saco,
2d
inst.
Mrs.
L.
B.
Gowen,
wife of
small sum of money, or relaxation and amuse lure, in Georgia, took place on the 4th inst.' are ready for launching, at Bangor and in its
Mr. John H. Gowen, aged 28 years.
ed up. Lieut. Strong was thrown fifteen
In Portland, 12th inst. Mrs. Barbara Gcrrish,
feet in the air, falling on the hammock nett ment, and by young men, who, without any Returns from 43 counties give Dawson (whig) ; vicinity.
wife of Joseph M Gerrish, Esq., senior partner
definite conclusions as to their future pro 17,081 and McDonald (opposition) 17,588.
ing, without material injury.
Representatives. The fourth trial to e- of the publishers of the Portland Advertiser, aged
Ihe utmost care was taken by Captain fessions, are waiting to see what the tide of, The Augusta Chronicle says that McDonald
54 years.
h W/°n’ Lieut’ Chai0»> (the first Lieut.) and events may cast in their way, and in the mean ! is elected Governor, and that there will be a lect the third Representative in Bangor, on
In Buxton, 7th inst. Capt. Gibbins Elden, aged
* ï? all the officers of the ship, to prevent an ac time have taken up the business of school Van Buren majority on joint ballot in the Saturday last, resulted in the choice of Cyrus 81 years—a soldier of the revolution.
cident which the officers greatly feared.
Goss (whig) who received a majority of fiftyIn Saco, 4th inst. Charles Orlando, son of Mr.
The officers kept the men back, placing keeping to give them a support or keep them Legislature of 15 or 20.
Levi Gurney, aged 3 years and 2 months ; 2d
three votes over all others.
themselves between the gun and the men, out of idleness. There is but a small number
inst. Mr. William Sawyer, aged 88 years; 22d
The whigs of Waterville elected their can ult Mr. Robert Boothbay, aged 66years.
Vermont. The Legislature of this State
and then fired the gun with a slow match. In who consider teaching their regular and per
In Limingion, 2d inst. Mrs Mary, wife of Mr.
examining the scene of the disaster it is only
assembled at Montpelier on Thursday. No didate, at the fourth trial, last week, as did,
astonishing that more were not killed, al manent business. The teachers of last year particulars of its organization have reached also, the whigs of Litchfield. Jona. Burr Walter Higgins, aged about 75 years.
are
not
the
teachers
of
this,
in
most
cases,
1
At sea, 21st ult. on board brig Sarah Dearing,
though there was not a man within thirty feet
The choice of Governor, Lieutenant (whig) was chosen in Brewer district, on the of Saco, bound from Mobile for Turks Island, Mr.
'
’‘“"»flheCBk of the gun on its discharge.—jV. Y. Express. and teachers of this year, in ail probability, Ius.
James
Sinnott, of Saco, seaman, and on the 26th,
will not be the teachers of next. Now we Governor and Treasurer, of this State, for third trial. Madison, Leeds, etc., Guilford,
0,1
i’sm
Hiram Goldthwaite, of Biddeford, another of
Dreadful Collision of Rail Road do not pretend to say that it is wrong for the the ensuing political year, will be among the etc., Sangerville, etc., Dover, etc., Harrison, Mr.
the crew.
Cars. This afternoon, the Eastern and
In Newburyport, Miss Mehitable Farnsworth,
earliest acts of the Legislature, the people etc. and Milford, etc. have returned Locos.
several
descriptions
of
persons
of
whom
we
Western passenger trains of the Western Rail
aged 19 years.
having
failed
to
effect
a
choice.
Road, both going at a great speed, met in a have spoken to offer their services as teach
In North-Berwick, an infant son of Mr. John
Shipwreck. The British bark Amanda,
Heard Sept. 20, widow Mary Heard, aged 85
curve about four miles west of Westfield, and ers, but we do say that, while this state of
“
T
he Ladies’ Fair.” It occurred to us from Limerick for Quebec, went ashore at years.
63
■Q Ilo c Ollie «Li the effects were shocking and disastrous.
In Hobart Town, Van Dieman’s Land, 22d
Westfield depot is the place for meeting and things continues to exist, our district schools after the article commencing on our first page Little Metis Point on the 26th ult. She had
- might be very forty passengers and a crew of eighteen—of December last, Mr. Frederick Henry Bourne, athat we
passing, but as the train from the West was never can attain that elevated character and ij had been . put in type, .........
¡ e(l ,llai Ràij
lhller¡ 1». < behind its time, the other train went on, the exert that beneficial influence which they i’unjustly credited with selecting&it for the these twenty-nine of the passengers and ged 21 years, son of Mr. Israel W. Bourne, of
Boston.
conductor hoping to arrive at the next turn are capable of doing and were designed to ’purpose Chitting the recent Fair in this vil- twelve of the crew were lost.
out
before
meeting
the
other
train.
The
l|,e"« « tlitfc
do. ’The transient teacher may be honest, j ,a6e- The object and method of conducting
I'jMeUl.n, baggage cars of each train were behind, of
(t/^The yellow fever continued prevalent
SHIP NEWS
course bringing the passenger cars directly and capable and well-meaning—but still that described in the Tale which we publish,
at
New-Orleans
at the latest accounts from
behind
the
locomotives
and
tenders.
The
it
is
not
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pubtrain from the West, is shockingly mutilatedI who propose to make teaching their business
Oct. 13—Sch. Stoic, Wormwood, Boston.
but his life is not yet despaired of. The en■ —let it be so arranged as to give them con- i lisher, Charles P. Bosson, Esq. Seedsman, his summing up for the prosecution at 9 o’
clock on Monday evening. The Attorney
MEMORANDA.
gineer of that train escaped without much in
; No. 45 North Market Street, Boston,) a pamAr. at Havana, about 18th ult. brig Havana,
jury. Mr. Moore, the conductor of the■ stant employment in the same towns, to give l phlet of 24 pages, entitled “ A short and sim General for one hour in an argument on the
National
considerations
interposed,
and
in
it'll lor the® Springfield train, narrowly escaped by jump; them liberal wages, and encourage them
Gillpatrick, 30 days from Boston.
of the proposition that the killing of At New-Orleans, 1st, ships Eliza Thornton,
a'ikI’s caseiU ing off. Mr. Taylor, the engineer of that
with the assurance that if they persevere ple letter from a Conservative Bee Keeper. support
1 Havre, next day ; Clinton, for do loading.
train, is badly wounded. A young lady, neice their experience in coming years will ren ; First American edition, illustrated with en Durfee vvas^not a Murder. ’The Court then for
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. extensively read by our farmersand others. he closed,
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id Slates
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hject to trial, wt were brought back to the United States Hotel
it to the attention of our agricultural friends. Charge, and did not conclude till four. The
brined by ordiittt this evening in sad condition. The ladies render them pleasant. In this manner, by
Jury then retired, and after an absence of
the business both pleasant and profit
Secondly-® were not seriously hurt; but his two sons making
1
“Portsmouth Washingtonian” is the t' ’ \ minutes,
’
returned a verdict of Not To the County Commissioners in and for the
e upon the w« were wounded—one scratched and bruised, able,
there will be found abundance of capa title of a small weekly paper, just started in thirty
!
County of York :
Guilty.. —There was no excitement.
ight clearand the other had his leg broken above the ble men who wil! devote themselves to it.
Portsmouth, N. H. at one dollar per annum.
. present atW«t knee,
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! at Westfield, but an order had been given to ! peculiar capacity, which generally goes by the Success to the enterprise.
change the arrangement, and to meet at name of«•....
ing officer would be obliged to ship them off ing-house, to the house of Oliver H. Emery,
be, Sir,
tact, for imparting knowledge to
Harvard University. We have receiv soon. Col. Worth continues sanguine that in said Berwick, is circuitous, hilly and nar
nt, h 11 nible serai, Chester village ten or twelve miles beyond others. We have very frequently seen those
he shall shortly bring about a termination of row, and that a new highway, commencing
IVestfield. This order had been sent by the
REW, Commi
n-eceding tram, to Mr. Warren, the conduct- who were abundantly qualified to teach, but ed a “ Catalogue of the officers and students difficulties in Florida.
near the house of said Emery, passing over
Pilatka, Sept. 25.—On the 27ih a party of lands of Benjamin Nason and others ; lands !
>r of the downward train, to be delivered to who were mere machines in the school-room of Harvard University, (Cambridge,) for the
lim at Pittsfield, which it seems he did not —entirely valueless as instructors—because academical year 1841-2.” The whole num Indians attacked two citizens, residing at Fort of the Great Falls Manufacturing Company, I
from Can» ft‘eceive.
Instead of slopping therefore at
ber of students in the several departments is Holmes, while out hunting their horses. The Timothy Hilliard, Joseph Hilliard, Hernan 1
, arrived al WillChester Village, as in obedience to this order they did not possess this essential tact. In
only damage done was one horse killed. It Gibbs, I. G. Jordan and Aaron Maddox, to 1
478,
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left Macaoontf f received he should have done, he proceed order to be a competent Teacher a man must
said that a party of some ten Indians have the New-Hampshire line, striking said line at
ng extract ofataed onward in conformity with his previous possess both talent and tact—these are indis Students 115; Students attending Medical gone towards the Okefenokee Swamp. The such
point as you shall deem best, near a
gives the ImWinstructions. We do not understand the
Lectures 86 ; Resident Graduates 6.—Seniors troops are out in all directions to endeavor large oak tree, marked as a line tree, between
with previous ata!I'ause of the failure to receive the new in- pensable requisites to success. The question 53 ; Juniors 68 ; Sophomores 60 ; Freshmen to intercept them.
lands of said Jordan and Maddox, will be of
A shipment of some 350 to 450 Indians common convenience and necessity.
tructions. We are told that the conductor to be asked is not has he passed a certain time 57 ; University Students 7.
York, Oct
will soon be made.—Savannah Republican.
fthe upward train, from apprehension of at some college or academy—he may have
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fsafely escorted to the Province line. The
The school-room is no place for an idle ered.
British merftos^ith the usual speed. We learn that in adHerald makes a great parade of the magna
>()i and goneowtion to Mr. Warren, Mr. Brewer of West- man. An essential of a good teacher is in
STATE OF MAINE.
Ou/^The shell fish (scallops, oysters and nimity of the Colonial Government in gen
, ent servant, held, and a child of Mrs. Bloodgood have di- dustrious habits. He should go into the
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ork, ss.... At the regular session of f
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efairn,
and
thus
q \S REJINOfih °f their wounds, and that among others school-room to work and he can keep himself clams) in Contares county, N. C., have taken
County Commissioners, of the County
letting the offender loose upon society.—New
• of a letter
^ev- T. M. Clark, of this city, is seriously
York, begun ami held at Alfred, with
continually and profitably employed while the scarlet fever, and are found, on being York Tribune.
|()lll. days beiore^jured.—Boston Adv.
opened, to contain a quantity o( blood and
and for said County, on the second Tue
there, Care should be taken that every word
hows the opi*J
day of October, A. D. 1841:
,licv which«™’ Reported Suicide of the late Lover read or spelled is correctly read or spelled bloody gelatinous matter. A similar affec W ASHIN GTON TEMPERANCE SO
CIETY.
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tion
seized
them,
it
is
said,
just
before
the
'/fad beenfitav ^ISS Rogers. We were informed last
The first public meeting of the “ Kennebunk
the petitioners notify all persons an
./ibnishgo^'ight, by highly respectable authority, that and, moreover, is understood. So with reci last war I!
Washington Total Abstinence Society,” will
corporations interested, that said Commit
,
i1ewofeTr* Daniel 9’ ^nyne, the late lover of Miss tations—the mere answering of the questions
‘
will meet at the dwelling-house c
ffary C. Rogers, yesterday afternoon was set down in the book, in the language of the
fi^’The whigs of Ontario county, N. Y. be held at the Meeting-house of the First Par- sioners
jjav|gpund with his throat cut and dead on a book, should never be taken for a recitation nominated Hon. Francis Granger, (late Post ish, to-morrow (Sunday) evening, at 6 o’clock. Timothy Hilliard, in Berwick, in said conn
Addresses will be delivered by Mr. Barti- ty,
‘ on the fifteenth day of NOVEMBER nexi
v 3 ?elsi each, at Hoboken, near the place where the —the teacher should ascertain, by appropriate
master General) for Congress, in place of mus of Boston and others. A general atten- 1at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and wil
r '" ml Cliios« otb’ of that ill-fated lady was found. From
is requested.
then proceed to view the route for the nev
) eghe evidence adduced before the Coroner’s enquiries, whether the lesson is understood— Hon. John Grieg, resigned, at a Convention dance
Kennebunk,
Oct. 16.
highway prayed for; and also the highway it
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the
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' '' a''(mvieifi^ir^ summoned by Justice Merritt ofSecauwhich alterations are prayed for; and imme
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ANTI-SLAVERY NOTICE. dlately after such view, will, in some conve
,;‘'?//'"?votsf^ayne had committed suicide. It is also
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A
special
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for
the
choice
of
a
The friends of the Anti-Slavery cause, in nient place in the vicinity, hear the petition
,benl as / ■ H jtated there were important papers found in actually acquiring useful knowledge, or simply member of the State Legislature took place
the County of York, are hereby notified and ers and those opposed to the prayer of said
uiaUels°Lfi CJ!ii's- pockets which it is thought may shed learning the art of repeating, parrot-hke, in New Orleans, on the 1st inst.
The regu- requested to meet at the Baptist Meeting- petition.
deitake n ¡J|ome light on the perpetrator of the murder words, sentences or pages of books, without
Said notice to be, by causing an attested
1(3
the laily to whom Payne was betrothed, any definite ideas of their meaning or the larly nominated whig candidate was suc- House, Little River Falls, in Lebanon, on
cessful.
Tuesday, the second day of NOVEMBER copy of said petition and of this order there
blow ali'ea
inquest, we were informed, would be
next, at 10 o’clock, A. M.—for the purpose of on, to be published three weeks successively
;ii innovat10 continued this morning at Hoboken.— Veto object of the exercise. Children should nev
er be hurried through their books and passed
ve before u . ¡Xq^ Tribune of 9th inst.
ft?’A public dinner was given to the Hon. awakening a deeper interest in the cause of in the Kennebunk Gazette, a newspaper pub
.nsetlledyea^
.
-------------rapidly from class to class—but should be C. A. Wickliffe, recently appointed Postmas Emancipation, and concentrating the efforts lished in said county ; by causing the town
ole system0 ' gFPEGT 0F Misconduct. The Hartford given to understand that every reading lesson
of the friends of the Slave in this county, and clerks of Berwick, North-Berwick and San
ter General, on the 30th ult. by the citizens the choice of Officers for York County Anti ford, in said county, respectively, to be serv
ged and peml |evjew sayS that the father of J. C. Colt, the
ed with a like copy, and by posting up tin
Slavery Society the ensuing yean
opposed murderer of Adams, has become is to be well read before the next is com of Bardstown and Nelson counties, (Ky.)
same in three public places in each of said
DANIEL APPLETON, President.
---- - , 8|)isane. He is an aged man, whose years menced—and every page of text books for
towns of Berwick, North-Berwick and San
A letter lfonl .aye been embittered by the folly of this son, recitations is to be well recited and thorough
ft? Hon. John C. Spencer arrived at the
ford. The first of said newspaper publica
tl>s that
pd this last horrible act has “filled up the ly understood before entering on that which seat of Government on Sunday last and prob
BRIGHTON MARKET.
tions, and each of the other notices, to bi
(^lp.Hii°l1''li^easure of his cup of sorrow,” which will
[Reported for the Boston Daily Advertiser.]
,,i• tliu1*"’11 X>on lay him in his grave. He is a man of succeeds. This method will insure success ably entered upon the discharge of his duties Monday, Oct. 11, 1841.—At market 2800 Beef thirty days at least, before said fifteenth da;
Cattle, 1300 Stores, 4200 Sheep, and 2200 Swine. of November next.
j t-;ii.M'il;ari;i,l|l,)nsiderable wealth, fond, very fond of his and the teacher who performs his whole duty as Secretary of War, on Monday.
Attest—HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
Considerable slock of every description remains un
. (.|)jef weah^' nldren, highly intelligent,, and enjoys the will permit no class to read or recite without
much of which will probably be sold to-morrow.
Copy of petition and order thereon —
ft?3 Hon. Thomas Ewing, late Secretary of sold,
, ,i.
-ghest confidence and esteem of our citi- appropriate questions and explanations on
Prices--Bee/- Cattle— Former prices were not sus
Attest—HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
¡he NevvYor tans.
his part.
1the Treasury, reached Lancaster, Ohio, the tained, and we reduce our quotations :—First quality
October 16.
3w
<! Upi'er C.*
-------------------$5 25 a 5 75; second quality $4 50 a 5 ; third quality
place of his residence, on the 2d inst.
$3 25 a 4 25.
M
/
riDrowned. A sail boat was sunk near the
Barrelling Cattle—A sufficient number were not
Thanksgiving. Thursday, 25th of Nov
iting vpsse's jouth of Scarboro’ river during the storm —
ft?’CHARLES A. Wickliffe, Post-Master purchased to-day to establish prices. The following
on dia’1* d Mr. Samuel Coolbroth and his son, a lad i ember, has been appointed,"by the Governor
prices were offered by some of the Barrellers, viz :—
LL persons indebted to the subscriber on
,i lb* i'11""’ t’out thirteen years old, were drowned. The .of Massachusetts, to be observed as a day of General, arrived at Washington on Monday Mess ^4; No. 1, p 50 ; No. 2, $2 50.
Note of more than twelve months stand
Stores—Two year old $8 a 12 ; three year old $13
last.
cHij CaHa°'| [tat probably sunk, when the ballast was dis-1
¿i
$21.
ing, are hereby requested to call and pay, or
, ; I l'ia' arged, and she rose and drifted ashore on Public Thanksgiving and Praise throughout
Sheep
—
“
Dull.
”
Lots
were
sold
from
$1
12
to
2
50.
Commonwealth. The same day has
to "vV l‘,e ‘.^etcher’s Neck, in Biddeford. The body of j that
1
(Cjr’The Bangor Courier (an excellent pa Swine— Lots to peddle, 3c for Sows and 4 for Bar- j pay the interest and renew : at any rate, call
designated by the Governor of Connec per by the way) has treated itself to a new rows. Lot of old Barrows at 3 1-2 a 4. Lot of Sows j and renew and save cost.
enier only011 boy was found in the boat’s cuddy. The |been
1
WILLIAM GOOCH.
at23-4a3. An ordinary lot of Shoals to close at
(be “CaW'dy of Mr. Coolbroth was lost.—Saco Her.1ticut
1
to be similarly observed in that State.
dress.
'2 1-2 a 3. At retail 4 and 5 cents.
I
Wells, Oct. 16.
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Cjonghs, Colds, and all dis Jew Bavad’s, or
Plaster.
eases of’ the ILnngs.

^-England Truss Maaiui’actory.

TglHE peculiarities of this Chemical Com-1 Th ...¿1 subscriber continues to manufacture Trusses of

HE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL A
pound are owing to its extraordinary
SAM is believed to be deservedly the most effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig
popular Medicine ever known in America, for
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, aments and muscles ; its virtues being car
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of ried by them to the immediate seat of dis
ease, or of pain and weakness.
every kind.
However good any internal remedy may
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been
very extensively used fbr about twelve years; be this, as an external application, will prove
and its reputation has been constantly increasing. a powerful auxiliary in removing the disSo universally
popular
has this article
become
----- - j r ,r—
.............
—......
ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo
that it may now be considered as a standard arti- j ca| Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections,
cle in a large part of the United States and Brit-1 King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron
ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly j
ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated
by them, considering it the most safe as well as I
certain remedy for the above complaints. The pain or weakness exists.
A gentleman travelling in the South of
Proprietors have received, and are receiving
numerous recommendations from many of our Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so
best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac much said in the latter place in praise of
tice. rrhe names of a few individuals who have Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
given their testimony in favor of this article are sidered) miraculous cures it had performed,
here subjoined, and for a more full account see that he was induced to try it on his own
the envelope to the bottle.
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the
Doct. Amory Hunting, Doct. Samuel Morrill, removal of which had been the chief object of
“ Truman Abell,
“ Timothy Baylies, his journey, but which had resisted the genial
“ Thomas Brown,
(i Jere. Ellsworth,
influence of that balmy and delicious climate.
“ William Perry,
“ Albert Guild.
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
AN INTERESTING CASE.
right side of the chest, where the pain was
Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, seated, another between the shoulders, and
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
one over the region of the liver. In the
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A
mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable
He soon found his
Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of of laxative qualities.
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a( health improving : and in a few weeks his
ong time with the consumption. His physician cough left him, the sallowness of hisskin dis
iad given him up. He was reduced so low as to appeared, his pain was removed, and his
le unable to help himself, and was raising a health became perfectly reinstated.
arge quantity of blood, when he commenced
Since that time he has been recommend
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for
and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache,
has promised me a more detailed account of his Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
ry case of which it has proved an effectual
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized effects of its softening and healing qualities
with a violent cough which continued two or in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors,
three months. My cough was so severe that I Knots, Wens, White Swelling, Hard Tu
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One of himself and others.
of my neighbors bad a bottle of the Vegetable
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca
Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain
He however loaned it to me till I could procure
him another. I experienced immediata relief in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af
from it. The first opportunity I had I procured fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses,
more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres &c. No female subject to-pain or weakness
in the back or side, should be without it.
ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
Married ladies,in delicate situations,find great
Dec. 17, 1838.
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every description, al his residence, at the old stand
opposite 264, No. 305, Washington St., Boston, (en
trance in Temple Avenue—up stairs.) All individu
als can see him alone, at any time at the above place.
Having had twenty years’ experience, he has afford
ed relief to three thousand persons, for the last five
years. All may rest assured of relief who call, and try
Trusses of his manufacture. He is now confident he
can give every individual relief who may call on him.
(EpThe public are cautioned against the many
quacks who promise what they cannot perform.
Having worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or
less, that have been offered to the public for the last
twenty years, from different patent manufactories, and
nowcontinuestoweartho.se of his own manufacture,
he is now able to decide, after examining the rupture,
what sort of Truss is best to adapt to all the cases that
occur ; and he has on hand as good Trusses, and will
furnish any kind of Truss that can be had elsewhere.
Any person who purchases a Truss at this establish
ment, ifit does not suit, can exchange until they are well
suited, without additional charge.
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty different
kinds of Trusses, among which are all the different
kinds similar to those that the late Mr. John Beath, of
this city, formerly made, and all others advertised in
Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss,
with spring pads; Trusses without steel springs—
these give relief in all cases of rupture, and a large
portion produce a perfect cure—they can be worn day
and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss ; umbili
cal spring Trusses, made in four different ways ; Trus
ses with ball and socket jointsj Trusses for Prolap
sus Ani, by wearing which persons troubled with
a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with
perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also makes
Trusses for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered
in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory
Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always
kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of
speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol
lowing kinds from other manufactories, which they can
have if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial, they
can exchange for any of them
Dr. Hull’s; Read’s
spiral Truss ; Rundell’s do. j Salmon’s ball and socket ;
Sherman’s patent ; French do. ; Marsh’s improved
Truss ; Bateman’s do., double and single ; Slone’s
Trusses
also,Trusses for children, of all sizes.
Any kind of Trusses repaired at short notice, and
made as good as when new.
[O3 Ladies wishing for any of these instruments, will
be waited upon by Mrs. Foster, at the above place.
Mrs. F. has been engaged in the above business for
ten years.
The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled
shoes, for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing this
every week for children and infants, in this city, and
from out of the city. Specimens of his workmanship
may be seen at the manufactory.
He likewise informs individuals he will not make
their complaints known to any one, except when he is
permitted to refer io them—it being a misfortune, and
young persons do not want their cases known.
JAMES FREDERICK FOSTER.
Boston, March, 1841.

relief from constantly wearing this plaster.
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
It has lately been discovered that the Jew
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue David’s or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
Having
bad occasion to observe, that some persons
wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson fbr Corns as the following certificate will
afflicted
with
Hernia
have
suffered
much from the
Heed.
NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU show—more can be seen by calling upon our
want of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses
INE.
to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to
O’The outside Yellow Label will have, on agents in the Villages.
COUNTERFEITS.

BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !

and after December 1839, in addition to that of
Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut
ler, one of hi» partners.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmolary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to
citroduce spurious articles, which by partially
ssuming the name of the genuine, are calculaed to mislead and deceive the public. Among
hese mixtures are the 11 American Pulmonary
lalsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syrp,” “ Pulmonary Balsam/’ “ Carter’s Com
ound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Purliasers should enquire for the true article by its
hole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMOAR.Y BALSAM, and see that it has the marks
nd signatures of the genuine.
Each bottle and seal is stamped 11 Vegetable
ulmonary Balsam.”
OTOne more Counterfeit, besides the
American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
bove alluded to !—An attempt has been made to
deceive the public by a spurious mixture called
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam/’ sometimes
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in
1 way to resemble the genuine signature, and is
i most foul attempt to deceive the public and
ivoid the punishment that awaits actual for<rery.
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER,
late Low & R.eed) wholesale dealers in Drugs,
dedicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chatam Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun
try merchants generally in New England, and in
the principal places throughout the United States
ind British Provinces. Price 50 cents.

For sale by
DANIEL REMICH.
September 4. 1840.

List of Letters
1.
A B C D E F G
l^TESLEY BURNHAM, Jonas Burnham,
v V Win. Brimner, President of the Bank,
apt. Jotham Blaisdell, George W. Bourne,
Biaclos, Stillman Burk, Wm. Brown, Mrs.
iza Butland,—Horace Cousens, Miss Susan
irrier, Joshua Chick, Miss /Xsenath Couss, John Coner, Mrs. Eliza S. Coole, David
Iman,—John F. Driscol, Charles Drown
nothy Dwyer, Mrs. Sarah Durell,—Dimon
ions,—Jane Ford,—Esther Getchell.
H I J K L M
Jarnuel Hart, 2, Nathaniel Hobbs, Wm.
times, Enoch Hardy, 2, Mrs. Joannah Hubrd,—Simon Keyes, Charles Kimball, Olive
Kimball, Theodore Kimball, Mrs. Olivia
anneda, Samuel Kimball,—Esther J. Linatt, Harriet Littlefield, George Lord, G. &
Lord, Francis A. Lord, Hannah Littlefield,
aniel Little,—James Mitchell.
N O P Q RS
Moses Nason,—John Osborn,—Mrs. Sarah
eabody, Nathan Preston, Mrs.Abigail Peters,
orace N. Perkins, Collector of the Port,—
ames K. Remich, Mrs. Hannah Ross, John
obinson, Elizabeth Randall, Hall Roberts,—
aniel Smith, Capt. Robert Smith, Betsey
mith, William P. Seaver, Millard Sanford,
amuel Shack ley, Cynthia W. Stevens,
arnes Sands, Elias Stevens.
T U V W X Y Z
Jesse Taylor, Simeon P. Taylor, Sumner
’hornpson, Julia Thompson,—Obediah L.
Vebber.
73 Letters.
SAMUEL MENDUM, P. M.
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.

Remaining at the Post Office in Kennebunk, Oct.

Schooner Martha*
THE good packet Schooner
MARTHA, Israel Crediford,
Master, having superior accom
modations for Passengers, will

iil from—
K E N N E B U N K for BOSTON,
— and from —
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK
very week, wind and weather permitting,
or Freight or Passage apply to the Master
n hoard.
Qj^The Martha is furnished with extra
igging, etc. with particular reference to runting in the Winter months—which is worthy
he consideration of shippers and passen
gers.
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.
iy

CERTIFICATE.
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
Messrs. Comstock & Co.—I feel myself under
oreat obligation to you or your Jew David’s
Plaster. I have been troubled with corns on
my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
every thing that was recommended, but could
find nothing tha1! did any good, till I tried the
Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied
the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four
hours the Plaster came off, and the c^rng/pealed
/iffand left a hollow place, and are erkpety well,
and as smooth as they ever were.
Yours Respectfully,

WONTON JOSLIN.

inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to
supply the deficiency Occasioned by the death of Mr.
Beath. After some months of observation of his work,
I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in
accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc
cur. 1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to
my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per
son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these
important articles.
John C. Warren.

1 hereby certify that I bave, for several years past,
been in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her
nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and
consider it far preferable to any other which I have em
ployed.
James Thatcher, M. D.
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.

N. B. I would advise all those afflicted with
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.

Boston, March 10, 1840.
I hereby certify, that I have known Mr. James F.
Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em
Rochester, N. Y.
ployed him in the construction of Trusses and other
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
apparatus for my patients, and have always found h*m
For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents : ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion
for which 1 have employed him.
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; KenneJohn Randall, M. D.

E. W. CAPRON & CO.

bunk-port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, Seth Hatch ;
Individuals can have the Trusses sent to them by any
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hohbs.
of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber,
Kennebunk, March 4th, 1841.
11
(James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.

Rraiadreth’s Pills.

A

1QR. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S CelebralMediciBies, &c.
ed Rheumatic and Strengthening Plas
DR. E. C. DREW
ter.—These plasters have been used through
AS just received, and offers for sale, ia
out the greatest part of Europe and have been
good assortment of
found to be far more efficacious than any
Medicines,
other plaster ever offered to the public for the
following complaints, viz : Pain in the side, —AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT IN—
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
APOTHECARIES’ SHOPS.
lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
—ALSO, A SUPPLY OF—
matism, &c. &c.
Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
PAINTS AND OIL.
Price 25 cents each.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
(tZ^A share of public patronage is respect
N. B. These plasters come to hand neatly
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
fully
solicited.
spread and need only be applied to the part
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
Kennebunk-port, July 5.
tf
affected.
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
Eastern Stage House,
Dr. SEARS’ Pulmonary Cough Drops, or
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
Grand Health Restorative, is unquestionably
No. 84 Ann Street, Boston, Mass.
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
the best medicine ever offered to the public
HE subscriber, having taken the above
Neio Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
for the cure of the following complaints, (as
house, is now prepared to accommodate
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
it seldom fails if seasonably administered,)
such as may favor him with a call ; JosephMontreal, 63 Notre Dame,
viz : Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Asthma, E. Robinson, former keeper of the Mansion
Q33 How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
Influenza, Whooping Cough, spitting of House, Portsmouth, being in attendance as purporting
to be Brandreth's Pills.
Blood, Croup, Hives, Palpitation of the Heart, superintendent of the establishment.
Never purchase without being positively sure
and all other affections of the Lungs arising
The stables and yard are as convenient as that the person selling has an Engraved cer
from colds.
can be found in the city.
tificate of Agency, and [¡jr’observe it has been
N. B. Suitable directions accompany each
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
JOHN S. ROBINSON.
Bottle, signed by the proprietor, together
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
Boston, Aug. 14.
tf
holder are genuine.
with Certificates of cures, &c.

H

T

Schooner Wile.

Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied

by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell
THE new packet schooner Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom
NILE, Daniel Ward, Master, Principal New England Office,
orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at
having superior accommodations
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
tended to. For sale, also, by the following
for passengers, will sail from
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
Agents
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
ander Warren, Samuel Jordan and Samuel
— AND FROM —
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne.
L. Osborn ; Wells, Barak Maxwell, Erastus
B OSTON for KENNEB UNK,
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
Littlefield and Geo. E. Baker ; York, J. every week, during the present season, wind
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
Brooks and George M. Freeman.
and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas Berwick, S. J. S T. Cushing.
August 21,1840.
9
Buxton, H. McKenney.
sage, apply to
D. & S, WARD.
“
J. C. Lewis.
Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
Silver Pencil Cases.
ISAAC FURBISH
LOT of Silver Penqil Cases,—variety of Kennebunk-port, S. H. Gould.
Lebanon, James Brackett.
patterns—at very low prices,—this day
AS just received a large assortment of
“
Frederic A. Wood ,& Co.
received
and
for
sale
by
D.
REMICH.
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC PIECE
Limerick, John Sanborn.
Kennebunk,
July
31.
tf
GOODS; Groceries ; Crockery, and Hard
Zimz^gion, Winburn Adams.
Ware, all of which are offered on the most
Limington, E. Henry Small.
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
favorable terms.
linseed Oil.
.Newfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.
OR sale, by the subscriber, ENGLISH
“
S. C. Adams.
LINSEED OIL, first quality, at Bos
Rare Work.
ton prices, by the bbl.
WM. LORD. Parsonsfield, F. & E. H. Newbegin.
“
William Stackpole,
Kennebunk, May 27,1841.
THE TEACHER’S AND ADVANCED SCHOLAR’S
“
John Morrill.
ARITHMETIC.
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
ONSISTING of the intricate questions, Writing and Eetter Paper.
“
Howard & Kendall.
and the rare and useful items from Q CASES, comprising every variety usually
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
twenty different works on Arithmetic, well enquired for, just received and for sale
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefieffl.
explained, and systematically arranged.
by the ream or smaller quantity, by
lf
George Littlefield.
Preceptors of Academies and the Press
D. REMICH.
lt
Joseph Wilson.
pronounce it as being a work peculiarly aKennebunk, Aug. 21.
tf
Waterborough, James Leavitt.
dapted to the wants of Teachers and advanc
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
ed Scholars. It is the production of Mr. C.
Coflee.
York, Edward Chase.
Waterhouse, and entitled
OnnO LBS. PRIME COFFEE for sale
“
Alexander Dennett.
¿vvv
by
J
CURTIS
&
Co<
“TYRO’S SPY-GLASS.
G. M. Freeman.
Kennebunk,
Aug.
14.
tf
ARITHMETICAL LEXICON,
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
^41 Broadway, N.
---- A n d--Porto
Rico
Molasses,
May,
1839.
SCHOOL TEACHER’S ASSISTANT.
OF superior quality—just received by
For sale by
D. REMICH.
J. CURTIS & Co.
Kennebunk, Sept. 18.
tf
Kennebunk, June 19,1841.
NE large Gray Horse,
namelled visiting cards—
six years old. Apply
LOTHES, Hair and Teeth Brushes,—a
plain and embossed.
to
great variety, just received and for sale
For sale by
D. REMICH.
very low by
D. REMICH.
JAMES LORD,
Kennebunk, April 10,1841.
Kennebunk, Sept. 18.
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.

Fall & Winter Goods*
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Horse for Sale*
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World’s Wonder,

VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
Dailey’s Magical Pain Extroam,
proved by the experience of thousands to
be, when properly persevered with, a certainTfT is a strange fact, but neverlhel.«
i that the medical world have no
cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
all having the same origin, and invariably arise and general remedy, as yet, safely «Jr,,"*
from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, for the cure of Burns,’ observed an emine„ S'*
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula sicianin high official capacity, while artd* a jury as Coroner in London lately whilSs^
tion of the BLOOD.
In a period of little more than three years in ting on an inquest over the body of a bum
the United States, they have restored to a state of yidual; at the same time enjoining them t»«r
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED it the medical officers of the metropolitan h ° ‘^
THOUSAND-persons, who were given over as tals to search the world for such a desid? , pl'
'
incurable by physicians of the first rank and that experience had established as
and
standing, and in many cases when every other surest.
In order that NO life may be lost nr .
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it suffered hereafter by such afflictions nJ?6
LEY’S MAGICAL PAIN EXTRACTnft^
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
?
pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu sent forth to the use of man, possessing
tional or from some immediate cause, whether mepis required, and that unbelief,
it be from internal or external injury, it will be and ignorance, may be removed, and it n r ’
cured by persevering in the use of these Pills. to every sufferer unhesitatingly, a PremiUmPP2
This great principle of “ PURGING” in be given to every one who shall apply jt "?11
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is excrutiating agony be not at once subdued iS
found much more convenient to take an occa have been offered for months, and no failur« h
ure “W
sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always been found.
One box is enough to save life, and n|™
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
blistered, and salivated—with the certainty that pain from fifty common burns. Rapid J?
wind to subdue fire, frost, torture, inflamnJh6
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have and
heal the wounded—has no compeer-E"“
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the loss of life nor pain by fire has ever been kn
difference between the appearance of those two when present, and from every kind of tortnr
°bs
persons—one has been treated by your regular injuries has snatched its thousands.
of thirty compounds, combinin- »
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he theComposed
qualities of ANTISEPTIC NFrS
is, see how the shadow of death throws his ASTRINGENT, ANODYNE, HERpffil
solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, BALSAMIC, and many minor virtues, ¡¿nr’
see how he trembles in every limb ; kis eyes
sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, tant to medicinal power and perfect cures i8 a
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how cause why it has universal control over all kind
the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
He of wounds, etc.
Dr. E. Upjohn says, for prompt removal of
says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com
plaint”—“ nothing butthe most energetic reme pain and extensive healing virtues without sea
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e not a thing can equal it, and will be used by nil'
Dr. Box says it surpasses every compound n
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
better say.—So to save life you must half poison earth for rapidly healing withoui scar and easin"
“
with that comforter of the teeth and gums— pain, and recommends its general use.
Dr. Brandt says no wound is beyond its ranid
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
erable tha sad remainder of his existence ; this is power to ease and heal, and embraces all th
wishes oft required.
called curing. Shocking folly 1
A young lady burnt both hands all over with
Let us now look at your “purged” man—the
man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver phosphorus, so that it burnt all down the quick to
Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of the root of, and under the nails; without even
conscious strength, his countenance is clear washing it off, applied this ointment, which ston.
ped the burning pain, and healed them fre6 J
and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
scar in a few days.
the feeling of new life and animation; he has
Mr. Thomas Ring, from a scar, had asotele?
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and for seven years—cured in a short time bv it. S
His son had broken chilblains, incurable until
soon rose without any injury being sustained
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in he applied this, which cured at once.
One box only cured a leg, sore for nine
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has months.
entirely recovered the attack : because his
Mrs. McQuade had sore eyes for six year»’
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
trying every thing, cured by few anpfe'
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the after
tions.
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Every case here referred to happened in Al
down by useless particles, but has renewed his
bany in about two months; and every person
life and body both.
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s named can now be pointed out, and most are well
known. We have the certificates from them all.
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
10,000 trials, and all successful, prove Dailey’s
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors Magical Pain Extractor inestimable. It not only
quicker, but gives no additional pain, nor
which cause disease—they impede the func cures
leaves a scar.
tions of the liver when they settle upon that
Comstock
& Co., wholesale druggists, New
organ, and which, when they settle upon the York, have become
the sole wholesale agent* for
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
Mr. Dailey in America for twenty years. All
nerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs, pro orders must be addressed to them, except fori
duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos cities of Albany and Troy.
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
For sale in Kennebunk by
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
ALEXANDER WARREN.
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
August 21.
eoply
all who behold them.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve rpHF HUMAN HAIR.—Where the hair
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser -®is observed to be growing thin, nothing
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it can be more preposterous than the use of oils,
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming grease, or any fatty matter. Their applica
known, and more and more appreciated.
The cure by purging may more depend up tion can only be recommended through thei
on the laws which produce sweetness or purity grossest ignorance, as they hasten the fall ol
than may be generally imagined. Whatever the hair, by increasing the relaxation of the
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because skin. When there is a harsh, dry or con
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity tracted skin, and where the small blood ves
of constant exercise is seen.
sels which carry nourishment to the bulb ate
When constant exercise cannot be used obstructed, then the oils, &.C., may be gowi
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of as they tend to relax the skin ; but alone,ttay
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. are of no avail. There must be a stimulus,
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain to rouse the vessels from their torpor, and
of life, are kept free from those impurities quicken the current of the bIood.->W
which would prevent its steady current minis
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre from Clirehuglds Treatise on the hair.
The Balm of Columbia is the only prepara
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
ture which is thus assisted through the means tion that can have that effect, being entirely
free from any oily substance. Iis positiva
and outlets which she has provided for herself.
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qualities are as follows :
lively little
1st—For infants, keeping the head free cles appeti
from scurf, and causing a luxuriant growli tained muc
of hair.
2d—For ladies after child-birth, restoring state of fe
the skin to its natural strength and firmness, in their pai
and preventing the falling out of the hair. beds in wl
3d—For any person recovering from any raved upon
debility the same effect is produced.
the window
4th—If used in infancy till a good growth laid violent
is started, it may be preserved by attention to ^thers gave
the latest period of life.
loud and 1
5th—It frees the head from dandruff,
strengthens the roots, imparts health and vig their way a
our to the circulation, and prevents the hair ing to cov<
shouting fc
from changing colour or getting gray.
6th—It causes the hair to curl beautifully gnage. Sc
when done up in it over night.
threw them
(T/^No ladies’ toilet should ever be made ers sank ii
without it.
pired; evei
7th—Children who have by any means con
tracted vermin in the head, are immediately fear of inft
and perfectly cured of them by its use. Il ' Put any res
who were v
infallible.
A CASE IN POINT.-I had unfortur* few, few <
ly lost nearly all the hair from the top of »J hows, somi
head, when I commenced the use of tbi but the ave
Balm of Columbia, and have, by the use of In July anf
two bottles, had my head covered with a fiw infected pe
growth of hair. There can be no mistake!! t°ber, the r>
the matter, as any of my friends can see b been in the
calling on me. I had also become quite gray
but had the gray hairs plucked out, and it hoi The mea
grown in, as the Balm says, of the nature awfe calarr
colour. If any body doubts these facts, 1« violence. ']
them call upon me and see. 1 bought tfe Mayor orde
Balm of Comstock & Co., 2 Fletcher-street in the stree
A. RINDGE. stalked wii
No. 19 Coenties Slip, Agent of Detroit enormous ft
Line. New-York, Nov. 9.
guish them,
A young gentleman of 388 South Market*
st., Albany, had very coarse, stiff,and straight ^diffused
whilst soot
hair, all of which he lost by its falling
He has used 2-bottles of Balm of Columbia and other i
from Comstock & Co., and now has a fu harvest fro
flowing crop of very long, fine hair, wW Matures.
curls most beautifully ! His father, whos yi»ho hat
one of the most respectable citizens of IW less than te;
city, is referred to for the fact.
edi»the cii
ff?=THE LATE MAYOR of PhiW* »ft« gras
phia has certified under seal of the city »
«rooghlar
the character of several divines, |pbysicians,|-“'‘»I
autho
and gentlemen of high standing who --- .
Pisons,
we
positively under their own hands (an 01
which may be seen at the Office) that the»™ lhe door
of Columbia is not only a certain preserr* .f'lh the
ative, but positively a restorative of the huma fed have i
hair ; also, a cure for Dandruff. Who sna 'nth halber <
dispute, or who go bald ?
Egress or (
BEWARE ! !—Some counterfeiters bave ^nded, am
attempted to imitate this article. Let it nev °pened. •
he purchased or used unless it have the»« Stober
of Comstock
Co. on a splendid wr»PP ’
This is the only external test that will sec n'^hen tl
the public from deception.
For sale at Kennebunk by A<WaJïeB* {Wious dìi

*.» « t

September 26,1840

